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*Alaska has no state tax but may have a city or borough tax.
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7798344 THE OTHER HALF: The Life of Jacob Riis and the World of Immigrant America. By Tom Buk-Swienty. Marvelously re-creates the moving story of Jacob Riis, the legendary Progressive artist. Photos. 682 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $40.00

7771967 VAN GOGH AND THE ARTISTS HE LOVED. By Steven Naifeh. The compelling story of how Vincent van Gogh developed his auditory and visual sensations by immersing himself in the work of others, in a lavish volume featuring hundreds of paintings by Van Gogh as well as the artist who inspired him. Well illus. in color. 408 pages. Random. $19.95

7777114 TATA DADA: The Resi Life and Celestial Adventures of Tristan Tzara. By Marius Hentea. Tzara, one of the most important figures in one of the 20th-century’s most famous avant-garde movements invented Dada with a series of chaotic performances including multilingual (and nonlingual) shouting, music, drumming, and calisthenics. It became and international artistic movement. As the leader he helped create “the moment art changed forever.” Well illus. 356 pages. MIT Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.95

7841730 A MARVELOUS LIFE: The Amazing Story of Stan Lee. By Danny Fingeroth. The comprehensive biography of this powerhouse of ideas who, with the invention of Marvel Comics, changed the world’s ideas of what a hero is and how a story should be told. Fully illustrated. 308 pages. Norton. Pub. at $30.00

7850558 ROBERT Rauschenberg: An Oral History. By Sara Sinclair et al. Tells the story of one of the twentieth century’s great artists through a series of interviews with key figures in his life that reveal him as a man embedded in a series of international right activist. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 240 pages. Frances Lincoln. 8x10. Pub. at $40.00

7775754 MARK ROTHKO: Toward the Light in the Chapel. By Annie Cohen-Solal. A fascinating exploration of the life and work of one of America’s most influential modern artists, Mark Rothko. Cohen-Solal’s fascinating biography, tells the unlikely story of how a young immigrant from Dvinsk became a creative and enigmatic artist and an influential writer. Photos. 308 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $40.00

7858822 WILLIAM HENRY JACKSON’S LENS: How Yellowstone’s Famous Photographer Captured the American West. By Tim Page. Jackson was an explorer, photographer, and artist. He is also one of those most often overlooked figures of the American West. Presents the good, bad, and ugly of Jackson’s life, both personal and professional. 275 pages. Twodot. Pub. at $31.95 $23.95


1959247 CALDER: The Conquest of Space–The Later Years, 1940-1976. By Jed Perl. This second volume of Perl’s biography begins during WWII, when Calder and his wife, Louise, opened their home to a stream of writers, artists, and writers in exile from Europe. This definitive account, with more than 350 illustrations in color and black and white, leaves with a new, clearer understanding of Calder as both an artist and a man. 669 pages. Knopf. 7x10 1/2. Pub. at $60.00 $14.95

7860692 1000 YEARS OF JOYS AND SORROWS: Two Lives, One Nation and a Century of Art Under Tyranny in China. By Ai Weiwei. The story of a childhood spent in desolate exile after his father Ai Qing, once China’s most celebrated poet, fell foul of the authorities. Here is the story of a young man who returned to China, his rise from unknown to art-world superstar and international rights activist. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 380 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.32 $5.95

7754338 THE GRAND AFFAIR: John Singer Sargent in His World. By Paul Fisher. Offers a vivid life of the quintessential artist and international right activist. Sargent’s nervy, edgy portraits exposed illicit or dark feelings in himself and his sitters—feelings that London, Paris, and New York high society was forced to look away from. Traces Singer’s life as a young man in China, his return to China, his rise from unknown to art-world superstar and international rights activist. 16 pages of photos. 479 pages. FSG. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95


7829329 BRUNO SCHULZ: An Artist, a Murder, and the Hijacking of History. By Benjamin Balint. A gripping account of the secret operation to rescue Bruno Schulz’s last artworks. By focusing on his life at a crossroads of Jewish and Polish culture but of art, sex, and violence, this work itself stands as an act of belated restitution, offering a kaleidoscopic portrait of a life fully lived and a curtailed possibility. Photos. 308 pages. Norton. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

7823989 SUSIE M. BARSTOW: Redefining the Hudson River School. By Nancy Siegel. The life and career of this artist are explored utilizing vast, and previously unknown, archival material. This rare occasion to view the depths of an artist’s life through letters, diaries, photographs and sketchbooks provides a unique opportunity to present a comprehensive study that both is historically significant and gives a lasting, stunning, 192 pages. Lund Humphries. 7x10. Pub. at $44.99 $34.95

7942171 MINA LOY: Strangeness Is Inevitable. Ed. by Jennifer R. Gross. A contemporary of Man Ray, Marcel Duchamp, Peggy Guggenheim, and others, Loy is widely known for her poetry. This work explores her fascinating life, as well as the entirety of her creative output as a writer, painter, poet, and influential fashion designer. Fully illus. in color. 216 pages. Princeton. 8 1/4x10 1/4. Pub. at $49.95 $39.95

7775444 A LIFE OF PICASSO: The Minotaur Years, 1933-1943. By John Richardson. Set during the Spanish Civil War and the beginning of World War II, this volume takes place in Paris, Normandy, the South of France, Royan, and Barcelona. Immersing us in one of the most exciting moments in 20th century cultural history, and propels into a close and definitive and long awaited acclaimed account of the 20th century’s most iconic artist. Fully illus. 308 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $40.00 $9.95
9140716 THE DA VINCI WOMEN: The Untold Feminist Power of Leonardo's Art. By Kia Vahland. In this work Vahland reveals how Leonardo da Vinci did not only paint beautiful and moving works of art but also portrayed women in a way that is unprecedented. He did so in a way that respects their humanity, their agency, and their roles in society. This illustrated study complements the exhibition of more than seventy works including paintings, pastels, drawings and sculptures. Also features an interview with the contemporary figurative artist Lisa Yuskavage on the significance of the female nude in art. 264 pages. Clark Art Institute. 9¾x11”. Pub at $55.00. $11.95

787057 CATS OF PARIS AND ELSEWHERE. By Lila De Nobili. A collection of fine-drawn pen and ink portraits, sketches, pastels, and paintings of cats by one of the major theater and opera stage and costume designers of the 18th-19th century. From 1825 to 1868, De Nobili painted and designed stage sets and was sought after by some of the most famous directors to design costumes for the likes of Audrey Hepburn and Ingrid Bergman. 144 pages. Officina Libraria. 9½x6¼. Pub. at $19.95. $6.95

4878264 RENOIR: The Body, the Senses. Ed. by E. Bell & G. T. Shackleton. Exhibition catalog. Offering the first-ever comprehensive investigation of Renoir’s nudes, this illustrated study complements the exhibition of more than seventy works including paintings, pastels, drawings and sculptures. Also features an interview with the contemporary figurative artist Lisa Yuskavage on the significance of the female nude in art. 264 pages. Clark Art Institute. 9¾x11”. Pub at $55.00. $11.95

9140716 THE DA VINCI WOMEN: The Untold Feminist Power of Leonardo’s Art. By Kia Vahland. In this work Vahland reveals how Leonardo da Vinci did not only paint beautiful and moving works of art but also portrayed women in a way that is unprecedented. He did so in a way that respects their humanity, their agency, and their roles in society. This illustrated study complements the exhibition of more than seventy works including paintings, pastels, drawings and sculptures. Also features an interview with the contemporary figurative artist Lisa Yuskavage on the significance of the female nude in art. 264 pages. Clark Art Institute. 9¾x11”. Pub at $55.00. $11.95

787057 CATS OF PARIS AND ELSEWHERE. By Lila De Nobili. A collection of fine-drawn pen and ink portraits, sketches, pastels, and paintings of cats by one of the major theater and opera stage and costume designers of the 18th-19th century. From 1825 to 1868, De Nobili painted and designed stage sets and was sought after by some of the most famous directors to design costumes for the likes of Audrey Hepburn and Ingrid Bergman. 144 pages. Officina Libraria. 9½x6¼. Pub. at $19.95. $6.95

7812086 BRIGHT STARS: Great Artists Who Died Too Young. By Kate Bryant. Examines the lives and legacies of 30 great artists who died too young. Most artists have decades to hone their craft, win over the critics and forge their reputation, but that’s not the case for the artists in this work. Lives full of talent and tragedy were turned into brilliant legacies that still influence and inspire us today. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Frances Lincoln. Pub. at $22.99. PRICE CUT to $9.95

4887572 KRAZY: George Herriman, a Life in Black and White. By Will Eisner. 491 pages. PUB. at $35.00. PRICE CUT to $14.95


1928694 THE REAL HERGE: The Inspiration Behind Tintin. By Ann Sumner. While often associated with the impressionist movement, Manet was in fact a radical painter who championed the likes of Monet, Renoir, and Pissarro, nor exhibited with them. Instead, the Parisian-born ground-breaker created his own path in dynamic, bold brushwork, vibrant color, and expressive line.
9¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.95

Ludion. 10¼x13. Pub. at $65.00

Methods and multi-faceted oeuvre. 288 pages. Surprising insights into Durer's life, working with nature, many of whom are passionately engaged in preserving it, painting. He documents his encounters along the way with people who reveal them as never before in magnificent, full-page close-up details. Ch. 1: From the early 1950s. European modernism was beginning to take root in New York the year he immigrated. Full illus. in color. 192 pages. New York Historical Soc.
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7831382 THE ARTISTIC APE: Three Million Years of Art. By Desmond Morris. A renowned behavioral scientist and artist charts the evolution of art over some three million years. Morris explains the beginning of art in prehistoric times, then traces its development during the course of our evolution from a hunter-gatherer species right through to the modern age. Well illus. 320 pages. Red Lemon. 7½x10¼. $9.95

4852079 CELTIC ART. By Venneslas Kruta. The essential introduction to the wonders of Celtic art, this edition presents a dazzling sequence of more than 250 masterpieces ranging from the seventh century BC to the eighth century AD. The result is an authoritative survey of one of the most magnificent periods of ancient artistic culture. Color photos. 240 pages. Phaidon. 9¾x11¼. $19.95

7788886 THE ART OF AROUSAL: A Celebration of Erotic Art Throughout History. By Ruth K. Westheimer. Reveals the surprising variety of ways in which artists from around the world have depicted erotic encounters from the first glance to the climactic moment and the blissful exhaustion that follows. This edition includes artwork by an even more diverse array of creators. Aduly illustrated. Only. Fully illus., some color. 248 pages. Abbeville. 8½x11¼. $24.95

7747640 FABRIC: The Hidden History of the Material World. By Victoria Finlay. How is a handmade fabric helping save an ancient forest? This work spans us around the globe, weaving stories of our relationship with cloth and asking how and why people throughout the ages have worn it, invented it, and made symbols out of it. Illus. some in color. 512 pages. Pegasus. 5½x8¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $17.95

4927330 CLASSICAL ART: A Life History from Antiquity to the Present. By Vout. In this ambitious, richly illustrated work, Vout proves an original history of how classical art has been continuously redefined over the millennia as it has found itself in new contexts and cultures. All of this raises questions of classical art’s future through this unique exploration of how Western culture has been transformed by Greek and Roman antiquities. 359 pages. Princeton. 8¼x10¾. $37.50 $32.50

474654X VIKING ART: World of Art. By James Graham-Campbell. Covers all the intricate and beautiful art styles of the Viking age. It ranges in time from the first major Viking expeditions overseas around 800 AD to the general establishment of Christianity in Scandinavia some 300 years later. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Thames & Hudson. 6x8¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

7839014 THE ART OF COLOUR. By Kelly Griner. A color’s connotations are never fixed but are endlessly evolving. Knowledge of a pigment and its history can unlock meaning in the words that feature it. Color is the site of invigorating conflict—a battleground where past and present, influence and originality, and superstition and scientific methods intermingle to create new meanings that complicate and intensify our appreciation of a given work. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Yale. 7x10. Pub. at $38.00 $29.95


7843003 THE MIRROR AND THE PALETTE: Rebellion, Revolution, and Resilience. By Jennifer Higgin. Introduces us to a cross-section of women artists who embody the fact that there is more than one way to understand our planet. Spanning 500 years, biography and cultural history intertwine in a narrative packed with tales of rebellion, adventure, revolution, travel, and tragedy. Well illus. 144 pages. Enriched by women. 14½x11. $9.95 $6.95

Art History & Criticism

7831900 CHRISTIAN ART. By Rowena Cooper. Love maps and pilgrimage tokens, manuscript illuminations and medallions, gold and enamel reliquaries and paper-mache figurines, Russian icons and Mexican murals: What makes these works of art Christian? And are as such, distinguishing them from other works? These are the questions at the center of this volume. Well illus., most in color. 248 pages. Harvard. 7¾x10. Pub. at $35.00 $9.55

7861672 REMBRANDT’S POLISH RIDER. By M. Kalmann & X.F. Salomon. Offers fresh insight into the artist’s most romantic and enigmatic portraits—The Polish Rider. This painting has been on view at The Frick Collection since the museum opened to the public in December 1935, and has inspired countless theories about its subject, meaning and history. hook illuminates how this new art came to be—and why people through the ages have worn it, invented it, and made symbols out of it. Illus. some in color. 512 pages. Pegasus. 5½x8¼. $19.95 $17.95

7853343 MODERN: Genius, Madness, and One Tumultuous Decade That Changed Art Forever. By Philip Hook. A revolutionary, fast-paced account of the most exciting, frenzied, and revolutionary decade in art history—1905 to the dawn of World War I in 1914—and the avant-garde artists who indelibly changed our visual landscape. Hook illuminates how this new art came to be—and why people through the ages have worn it, invented it, and made symbols out of it. Illus. some in color. 384 pages. The Experiment. 6½x9¼. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

4820924 CELTIC PATTERN: Visual Rhythms of the Ancient Mind. By Adam Fallow. Shows the practical tricks of the trade and the hidden principles behind the ancient magical science of Celtic artwork, with examples from both early and late periods, rare engravings, and illustrations by the author. 58 pages. Wooden. 5½x6¼. Publisher. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

7802757 AMERICAN PAINTERS ON TECHNIQUE: The Colonial Period to 1860. By L. Mayer & G. Myers. A comprehensive study of an important but largely unknown part of the history of American art: the materials collected by American painters. The authors have used the experience gained from having worked for many years as conservators of paintings for major museums and private collectors. Illus. in color. 400 pages. Princeton. 8¼x10. $39.50

4830067 IN MONTPARNASSE: The Emergence of Surrealism in Paris, from Duchamp to Dalí. By Sue Roe. A noted art historian and biographer tells the story of the Surrealists in Montparnasse, which begins on the eve of the First World War and ends with the unveiling of Salvador Dalí’s Lobster Telephone. Their works mark an enormous and important watershed in the history of art—and they forever changed the way we all see the world. Well illus., some color, photos. 328 pages. Pegasus. 6½x9½. $27.95 $19.95
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**7846839 ART OF RENAISSANCE ROME: Artists and Patrons in the Eternal City.** By John Marcari. Marcari tells the story of Renaissance Rome, its monuments, artists, and patrons against the background of the city’s distinctive qualities. Rome was also the most international of the Renaissance cities; many artists and architects who had trained elsewhere introduced new trends to Rome. illus. color. 224 pages. Laurence King. 6¼x9½. Pub. at $34.99

**7703848 BOTANICAL ART: From Renaissance Herbaria to the 19th Century.** Ed. by Andrea Accorsi et al. This beautifully illustrated volume will introduce you to the world of botanical art, presenting the scholars and illustrators who over the centuries have contributed to the development of knowledge on plants, describing and illustrating them, often in incredible veracity and scientific accuracy. 208 pages. VMB Publishers. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $39.99

**7847078 THE TWENTY FIRST CENTURY ART BOOK.** By Jonathan Griffin et al. A far-reaching and panoramic art historical survey, it covers the entire breadth of the 20th century and the first decade of the 21st century. It embraces not only the Western world but a wide range of media and techniques. Each artist is represented by an illustration of a significant work, accompanied by an illuminating text. A visual resource that provides an exciting and compelling celebration of contemporary art. 304 pages. Phaidon. 7¼x10¼. Pub. at $33.95

**7843119 WHAT WAS CONTemporary ART?** By Richard Meyer. Explores episodes in the study, exhibition, and reception of early 20th-century art and visual culture. By rethinking moments in the history of once-current art, Meyer redefines “the contemporary” as a condition of being alive to and alongside other moments, artists, and objects. Well illus. most in color. 368 pages. MIT Press. 7x9¾. Pub. at $40.00

**7787049 BOOK MARKS: An Artist’s Card Catalog.** By Barbara Page. Represented here are over 430 of the cards that Page has produced as a system for remembering what she has read. Interspersed with accounts of Page’s life as a child, housewife, pilot, widow, and traveler, it illuminates how our memories of books are anchored to the events and images beyond a book’s cover. Well illus. in color. 214 pages. Baukant. 7¼x10½. Pub. at $40.00

**1954091 MODERNISM FOR THE MASSES: Painters, Politics, and Public Murals in 1930s New York.** By Jody Patterson. A mural renaissance swept the U.S. in the 1930s. This work examines the public murals of many abstract painters who were part of the aesthetic, political, controversy, influence, and ideological warfare that surrounded them. Patterson explores the reasons for the omission of the mural’s history from chronicles of contemporary art. Photos, many in color. 255 pages. Yale. 8¼x10½. Pub. at $55.00

**7747942 ...I NEVER SAW ANOTHER BUTTERFLY...: Children’s Drawings and Poems from Terezin Concentration Camp, 1942-1944.** Ed. by Hana Volavkova. These innocent and honest depictions through us to and through them the children what life was like in the ghetto of Terezin. The children’s poems and drawings, revealing a maturity beyond their years, are haunting reminders of what no child should ever have to see. 106 pages. Schocken. 5½x8½. Pub. at $19.00

**784090X INVENTING MODERN ART.** By Maryanine Stevens et al. Explores the constructive dialogue between painting and sculpture, and the emergence of new centers of innovation across Europe, from Paris to Brussels, Barcelona, and more. Each had its own unique style and approach, but all were ultimately connected and united in their desire to forge a new artistic language. Illus. in color. 220 pages. J. Paul Getty Museum. 8¼x10½. Pub. at $50.00

**7744217 THE ASHCAN SCHOOL AND THE EIGHT.** By Brandon Raut. Now recognized as America’s first modern art movement: rejecting their academic training and the exhibition practices of the decades-old National Academy of Design, this loosely affiliated group forged a new and vital art that captured the country’s shifting values and sense of identity at the turn of the century, a movement of unsettling cultural change. 172 pages. Milwaukee Art Museum. 8x10. Pub. at $19.95

**7717581 ARTISTS WORKING FROM LIFE.** By Caroline Bulger et al. Brings together interviews with some of the world’s most significant artists, who reveal how working from life has shaped their methods and ideas, while an introductory essay explores the history of the practice. Color photos. 159 pages. Royal Academy of Arts. 7¼x10¼. Pub. at $55.00

**7684819 SEGAS’ LITTLE DANCER, AGED FIFTEEN: The Earlier Version That inspired Degas’ Little Dancer, Aged Fourteen.** By Seurat. Photos, many in color. 312 pages. Américheque Editions. 5x8. Pub. at $135.00

**7840934 VAN GOGH AND THE AVANT-GARDE: Along the Seine.** Ed. by Bodge Gerrie & al. During the 1880s five ambitious artists—Van Gogh, Georges Seurat, Paul Signac, Emile Bernard, and Charles Angrand—ventured to the suburbs northwest of Paris to paint along the river Seine. This volume reveals the undeniable impact that these artists had on the suburbs exerted in the late 19th century. Illus. most in color. 208 pages. Yale. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $45.00

**4966279 RED PRINT-PAINTING: Propaganda Posters Tell the Stories of New China.** By Hui-Bingwah. These propaganda posters reflect different important events and periods since the foundation of the People’s Republic of China and demonstrates how news was related to the Chinese people. Contains a gallery of splendid posters organized by theme, that tells the story of modern day propaganda regime. 302 pages. Artpower


**7754028 THE AMERICAN SCHOOL: Landscape Art in the 18th Century.** By Andrea Accorsi et al. This exploration of the American school of landscape art in the 18th century reveals the undeniable impact that these artists had on the forming of new American identity. 214 pages. J. Paul Getty Museum. 8¼x10½. Pub. at $50.00

**7479520 NEW YORK ART DECO: Birds, Beasts & Blooms.** By E.P. Nash, photos by A. Garn. Art Deco is drawn in steel, in tile, in brass, in bronze, in stone, upon great buildings and small—and in the details, so engagingly shown here. Featuring both the legendary and the little known, on display here, through all-new photography, is Art Deco New York as never seen before. 192 pages. Rizzoli. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $39.95

**4976371 THE ASHCAN SCHOOL AND THE EIGHT.** By Brandon Raut. Now recognized as America’s first modern art movement: rejecting their academic training and the exhibition practices of the decades-old National Academy of Design, this loosely affiliated group forged a new and vital art that captured the country’s shifting values and sense of identity at the turn of the century, a movement of unsettling cultural change. 172 pages. Milwaukee Art Museum. 8x10. Pub. at $19.95

**7717581 ARTISTS WORKING FROM LIFE.** By Caroline Bulger et al. Brings together interviews with some of the world’s most significant artists, who reveal how working from life has shaped their methods and ideas, while an introductory essay explores the history of the practice. Color photos. 159 pages. Royal Academy of Arts. 7¼x10¼. Pub. at $55.00

**7684819 SEGAS’ LITTLE DANCER, AGED FIFTEEN: The Earlier Version That inspired Degas’ Little Dancer, Aged Fourteen.** By Seurat. Photos, many in color. 312 pages. Américheque Editions. 5x8. Pub. at $135.00
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**1954911 CULTURES, CHESS & ART, VOLUME 3: A Collector’s Odyssey Across Seven Continents.** By Ned Munger. Whether your passion is history, art, anthropology, or collecting chess sets, this unprecedented tour of the Pacific Islands and Asia will intrigue you. Fun facts: By inviting guests to the ceremonial first cut of a young man’s long hair, a family on Niue can earn $15,000 U.S.; Fiji is an archipelago comprising 900 volcanic islands; and more. Color photos. 208 pages. Mundial. 8½x11¼. $9.95

**762860 BLOOD WARS: 100 Warrior Triptychs from History and the Avant-Garde.** By Collectors’ Press. Edited by Yoshihiko, often violent and bloody in nature, ranging in subject from the internecine decapitation wars of the 12th to sixteenth centuries to the uprising of the Satsuma Rebellion in 1877. Fully illus. in color. 109 pages. Shinbaku. 11x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. $6.95

**496626 PLUM BLOSSOM & GREEN WILLOW.** By K. Hanakoik & C. Pollard. Introduces you to forty sumi paintings, mostly which are among subjects examples of Japanese woodblock printmaking of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, and provides readers with an insight into the renowned and cultivated Japanese literary culture. Well illus. in color. 151 pages. Ashmoleum Museum. 11x8¼. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00. $9.95

**786714 THE ART OF DAXIONG COLLECTION VOLUME 3.** By Austin Daxiong Guo. Daxiong has divided this volume into four parts, naming it after Wood, Fire, Metal, and Water. Wood includes recent drawings about Asian traditions; Fire includes the stories that he has drawn over the years from Western pop culture; the chapter of Metal is a bit sad as it describes the reality of Chinese society; and Water includes some of his works on fantasy subjects. 158 pages. Flag Art Studios. 8½x11¼. Paperback. $45.99

**1978496 FLAIR FOR THE FUTURE: Interiors from the Postmodern Age.** By S. Tamhane et al. With its authoritative essays and evocative illustrations, this magnificent volume provides an invaluable record of a unique epoch in Chinese history, one whose historic and artistic impact continues to resonate into the modern age. 252 pages. MMA. Mundial. 8½x11¼. $34.95

**195303 CULTURES, CHESS & ART, VOLUME 2: A Collector’s Odyssey Across Seven Continents.** By Ned Munger. Relive U. S. history, from Native Americans to European settlers, from George Washington to Martin Luther King through sculpted chess pieces. Experience contemporary U. S. culture in chess-set art depicting the Midwest, the Southwest, the Amish, and the war between the sexes. Color photos. 221 pages. Mundial. 8¼x11¼. $9.95

Regional Art

**765452 MAKING SENSE OF ISLAMIC ART & ARCHITECTURE.** By Adam Barkman. Trace the paths between Islamic belief and artistic intention to deepen your understanding not only of Islamic art and architecture but also of Islam itself. With 100 clearly illustrated and varied historical works examined in detail, including buildings, holy objects, manuscripts, textiles and diverse artifacts. 224 pages. Thames & Hudson. 6x9. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. $9.95

**1973991 DAVID BELLAMY'S ARABIAN LIGHT: An Artist's Journey Through Deserts, Mountains and Souks.** By Florian Heine. Fully illus. in color. 174 pages. Seabury. $40.00. PRICE CUT to $14.95

**7739826 LUPENTE: Flesh Artist Showcase. Ed. by John Fleskes. Well illus., in color. 176 pages. Flesk. 9x12. Paperback. $39.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95

**4893646 WHISTLER TO CASSATT: American Painters in France, Ed. by Timothy J. Standring. 248 pages. Yale. 10x11¼. Paperback. $50.00. PRICE CUT to $34.95

**1980011 JAPANESE PRINTS IN TRANSITION: From the Floating World to the Modern World.** By Karin Breuer. Tells the story of the artistic shift, presenting outstanding prints from both eras and documenting the stylistic evolution of woodcuts from delicately colored images featuring Kabuki actors, landscapes, warriors, and more. 304 pages. Phaidon. 8x10. Paperback. $74.95

**1990497 BRUNELLESCHI’S DOME IN FLORENCE.** By Marco Bussagli. Illustrates the supreme symbol of Florence, the dome built between 1418 and 1436 to complete the cathedral begun more than a century earlier and the projected cycle of art and sculpture in the years 1572-1579. Embrace the extraordinary season of Florentine culture that stretched from early Renaissance humanism to the Counter-Reformation and Jacopo Sansovino’s Grand Ducal Palace. 320 pages. Scripta Manent. 9¼x11¼. Paperback. $65.00. PRICE CUT to $32.95

**7864124 AGE OF EMPIRES: Art of the Qin and Han Dynasties.** By Zhixin Jason Sun et al. With its authoritative essays and evocative illustrations, this magnificent volume provides an invaluable record of a unique epoch in Chinese history, one whose historic and artistic impact continues to resonate into the modern age. 252 pages. Mundial. 8¼x11¼. $65.00. PRICE CUT to $32.95

**776276 SART: The Essence of Indian Design.** By S. Tamhane et al. With its authoritative essays and evocative illustrations, this magnificent volume provides an invaluable record of a unique epoch in Chinese history, one whose historic and artistic impact continues to resonate into the modern age. 252 pages. Mundial. 8¼x11¼. $65.00. PRICE CUT to $32.95

**7826201 MASSACRES IN MANCHURIA: The Sino-Japanese War 1894-1895.** By Jack Hunter. The Sino-Japanese War of 1894-1895 was Japan’s first modern war, and their first military action overseas in more than 300 years. Collected here are over 200 rare and exceptional Japanese woodblock prints of that groundbreaking conflict, featuring work of such masters as Kiyohide, Gekko, Chikanobu, and Ginko. 128 pages. Shinbaku. 8½x11. Paperback. $34.95

**1978495 CULTURES, CHESS & ART, VOLUME 1: A Collector’s Odyssey Across Seven Continents.** By Ned Munger. Relive U. S. history, from Native Americans to European settlers, from George Washington to Martin Luther King through sculpted chess pieces. Experience contemporary U. S. culture in chess-set art depicting the Midwest, the Southwest, the Amish, and the war between the sexes. Color photos. 221 pages. Mundial. 8¼x11¼. $9.95

**7865342 CHINESE ART IN DETAIL.** By C. Michaelson & J. Portal. Explores the traditional hierarchy of materials and techniques reaching back as far as the Han Dynasty (third century BC), with calligraphy and painting most revered, followed by jades and bronzes, decorative arts, porcelain and silk, and finally sculpture for religious and funerary use. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Harvard. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95

**1954903 CULTURES, CHESS & ART, VOLUME 2: A Collector’s Odyssey Across Seven Continents.** By Ned Munger. Relive U. S. history, from Native Americans to European settlers, from George Washington to Martin Luther King through sculpted chess pieces. Experience contemporary U. S. culture in chess-set art depicting the Midwest, the Southwest, the Amish, and the war between the sexes. Color photos. 221 pages. Mundial. 8¼x11¼. $9.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/909
Regional Art

7805411 VISIONS OF FUJI: Artists from the Floating World. By Michael Kerrigan. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Flame Tree. 11x11x11/4”. Pub. at $35.00 $21.95

4711157 BABEMBE SCULPTURE. By R. Lebhard & A. Delmas. 212 pages. 5 Continents. 9x11x11/12”. Pub. at $90.00

4711149 ASIA IMAGINED: In the Baur and Cartier Collections. By Estelle Nikles von Osselt. 334 pages. 5 Continents. 10x10x13/4”. Pub. at $90.00

SOLD OUT

1941674 3D: Double Vision. By Britt Sævse. Exhibition catalog. Surveying more than 175 years of innovation and experimentation, this fascinating volume evokes the wonder and excitement of 3D media with over 200 illustrations of artworks, photographs, pop culture ephemera and more. Includes a pair of anaglyph glasses and a stereo card viewer. 208 pages. Prestel. 4x3/4x4/1/4”. Pap. $19.95 $7.95

4937937 A DREAM OF RED MANSIONS: As Portrayed Through the Brush of Sun Wen. By Zhou Kexi. 233 pages. Shanghai Press. 13x10/4x10. Pub. at $60.00

SOLD OUT

1957559 THE RAYMOND AND FRANCES BUSH BURY COLLECTION OF NETSUKE. By Hollis Goodall et al. This collection of over 800 pieces includes superb examples by all the netsuke masters as well as artists who produced relatively few netsuke, and examples of rare and unusual netsuke. This catalog will delight and inform netsuke collectors and initiate other art lovers into this expressive and beautiful art form. Fully illus. in color. 352 pages. Art Media Resources. 10x1x1/4”. Pap. at $99.95 $17.95

Museum & Private Collections

7832974 SASANIAN AND POST-SASANIAN GLASS IN THE CORNING MUSEUM OF GLASS. By David Whitehouse. This catalog contains 72 objects in the collection of The Corning Museum of Glass, one of the world’s finest collections of post-Sasanian (i.e., made in Sasanian style in the centuries immediately following the fall of the Sasanian dynasty). Includes molded glass, blown glass, and cast vessels. Illus. in color. 112 pages. Hudson, Ny. 9x1/4x14. Pub. at $65.00 $7.95

7849567 STOLEN, SMUGGLED, SOLD: On the Hunt for Cultural Treasures. By Nancy Moses. This study of treasures lost and found begins with Gustav Klimt’s Portrait of Adele Bloch-Bauer, which was stolen by the Nazis, but it doesn’t stop there. Moses prows through museum records, newspapers, and interviews to uncover the stories of such treasures as the typepess manuscript for Pearl Buck’s The Good Earth and more. Color photos. 152 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $42.00 $9.95

7827210 DECORATIVE ARTS HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE WENDY AND EMERY REEVES COLLECTION. By C.L. Verey & R.R. Brettell. This richly illustrated book includes the impressive collection of decorative art and impressionist paintings, drawings and sculpture from the Wendy and Emery Reeves collection at the Dallas Museum of Art. These catalogs are richly illustrated and include informative essays that place each piece in context. 278 pages in two volumes, slipcased. Dallas Museum of Art. 6x10/4”. Pub. at $60.00 $10.95

7831897 CHINESE JADES FROM NEOLITHIC TO QING: The Youngman Collection. By Robert P. Youngman. Presents more than 200 carvings, ranging from the Neolithic period through the end of the Qing dynasty. From the Robert P. Youngman collection and contextualized in the context of recent archaeological research, stylistic development, subject matter, and symbolism. Illus. in color. 224 pages. Art Media Resources. 9x11x1/4”. Pap. at $99.95 $17.95

7827207 A DREAM OF RED MAN SIONS: As Portrayed Through the Brush of Sun Wen. By Zhou Kexi. 233 pages. Shanghai Press. 13x10/4x10. Pub. at $60.00 $7.95

1977954 CORSICA: ART AND ARCHITECTURE. By Corinne Lepage. “SOLD OUT”

1977964 VISIONS OF THE OCEAN. By Paul Getty Museum. 9x6/1x11/4”. Pub. at $49.95 $19.95

1977952 AUSTRIAN AND GERMAN MASTERWORKS: Twentieth Anniversary of Neue Galerie New York. By Renie Price. A glorious collection of Austrian and German fine art and decorative arts from the first half of the 20th century. Presented by Neue Galerie New York, the art featured includes objects of the Vienna Workshops and the Bauhaus School, as well as works by Gustav Klimt, Egon Schiele, Otto Freundlich, and many more. Fully illus. in color. 279 pages. Prestel. 9x11/1x11/2”. Pub. at $49.95 $14.95

4909944 AMERICAN ART IN THE COLUMBUS MUSEUM: Painting, Sculpture, and Decorative Art. By Charles T. Butler et al. This publication celebrates the museum’s fiftieth anniversary, in Columbus, Georgia, with a selection of 101 works representing a remarkable collection. Included in this collection of American art are paintings, sculptures, ceramic vessels, silver works, and furniture created by notable artists from the Colonial era to postmodern times. Illus. in color. 228 pages. Columbus Museum. 10x1/4x7”. Pub. at $50.00

7827202 ABSTRACT EXPRESSIONISTS: The Women. By E.G. Landau & J.M. Marter. Presents the works of the women artists in the celebrated collection of art by women Abstract Expressionists. Richly illustrated essays consider the vital role of women in the development of Abstract Expressionism, looking at the work of the women who study these women innovators in art whose time in the spotlight has come. 256 pages. Merrill. 10x11/4x11/4”. Pub. at $65.00 $49.95

1977954 CORSICA: ART AND ARCHITECTURE. By Corinne Lepage. “SOLD OUT”
**Museum & Private Collections**

7726937 FOR AMERICA: Paintings from the National Academy of Design. Ed. by J.W. McCarty & D. Thompson. Exhibition catalog. This collection offers the opportunity to reflect on our institutions and the critical roles they have played in the development of American art. In these pages, we find examples of art's ability to access and connect across differences of background, age, and belief. Well illus. in color. 303 pages. Yale. 8⅝x11¼. Pub. at $60.00 PRICE CUT to $14.95 183 pages. Pomegranate. 8⅝x11¼. Pub. at $9.95

1980416 WHISTLER IN WATERCOLOR: Lovely Little Games. By Lee Glazer et al. Exhibition catalog. No one else was more smitten with Whistler and his works than Gilded Age industrialist Charles Lang Freer, who amassed the world's largest collection of watercolors by the artist, comprising more than fifty examples. Here is a rare chance to explore the history and painting techniques of these beautiful works. Well illus. in color. 286 pages. Smithsonian. 10⅛x11¼. Pub. at $45.00

7773218 RENAISSANCE & BAROQUE BRONZES FROM THE HILL COLLECTION. By Patricia Wengraf et al. Fully illus. in color. 375 pages. Holberton. 9⅛x12½. Pub. at $145.00

471138X SOLOMON ISLANDS ART: The Conru Collection. Text by D. Walle et al, photos by H. Dubois. Well illus. in color. 200 pages. 5 Continents. 10⅛x12½. Pub. at $125.00

7677960 BRONZE, VOLUME 1: The Century Collection at the National Museum of China. By Lu Zhangshen. These relics including China's bronze ware, Buddhist statues, porcelain, furniture and lacquerware, jade, coins, gold and silver items, stone carvings, silk fabrics, ancient texts, and other items in China's long history, all laid out in chronological order to provide a convenient overview. Color photos. 104 pages. Royal Collins. 8⅞x10¼. Pub. at $49.95

4780701 ETRUSCAN ART IN THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART. By Richard Daniel De Puma. 336 pages. MMA. 9⅛x12¼. Pub. at $75.00

7777202 THE BERLIN MASTERPIECES IN AMERICA: Paintings, Politics, and the Museum. By Peter Jonathan Bell. Tells the story how and why, some of the world's most iconic artworks toured the U.S. in what became the first blockbuster show. Examines the entire journey of the “202” and its historical political implications, from the salt mine at Wiesbaden CCP to their sensational tour and return to a very different Germany at the onset of the Cold War. Well illus., many in color. 224 pages. D. Gibbs. 7⅝x9½. Pub. at $49.95

7805101 GEORGIA O'KEEFFE IN NEW MEXICO: Architecture, Katsinam, and the Land. By Lianne Lyneis et al. Featuring working drawings and the artist made between 1931 and 1941 and additional works that resulted from her deep exploration of the distinctive architectural and cultural objects of Northern New Mexico’s Hispanic and Native American communities. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Abbeville. 9x12. Paperbound. At $39.95

7897821 AMERICA’S COOL MODERNISM: Architecture, Katsinam, and the Land. By Lianne Lyneis et al. Featuring working drawings and the artist made between 1931 and 1941 and additional works that resulted from her deep exploration of the distinctive architectural and cultural objects of Northern New Mexico’s Hispanic and Native American communities. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Abbeville. 9x12. Paperbound. At $39.95

**Exhibition Catalogs**

1954695 THE AGE OF PICASSO AND BRAHMS: Modern Music from the Art Institute of Chicago. By F. D’Alessandro with R.D. Mertz. This publication brings together over 130 masterpieces from the Art Institute, which has the finest collection of early 20th-century modern art in North America. The masterworks of the museum’s collection are presented in discrete sections devoted to important movements such as Expressionism, Cubism, Dada, Abstraction, and Surrealism. Color photos. 132 pages. Art Institute of Chicago. 9½x12¼. Paperbound. At $14.95

1954717 ANGELS & TOMBOYS: Girlishhood in 19th-Century American Art. By Holly Pyne Connor et al. This stunning volume explores the myriad ways artists portrayed young girls, from their innocent stereotype to the free-spirited individual—an illuminating exploration of what it meant to be young, female, and American in the nineteenth century. Fully illus., most in color. 208 pages. Princeton. 8⅝x11¼. Pub. at $59.95

1965928 THE STEBBINS COLLECTION: A Gift for the Morse Museum. By Regina Pahn. Consists of 70 American paintings, sculpture, and works on paper by 53 artists. Not only highlight this significant private collection built over a lifetime by the Stebbins, but a valuable contribution to the field of nineteenth and early twentieth-century American art, and the history of collections and collecting. Fully illus. Pages. 9x11¼. Pub. at $59.95

**Limited Quantity**

7871945 WINSLOW HOMER: The Clark Collection. By Marc Simpson et al. Exhibition Catalog. Homer is one of the core figures of 19th-century American art. This catalog examines Clark’s vital place in the formation of the Clark Art Institute’s extensive Homer collection. Over 50 entries discuss the role of individual works in Homer’s oeuvre and their larger significance to the art world. Well illus., most in color. 223 pages. Clark Art Institute. 10x11¼. Pub. at $50.00

787877X ICONS OF MODERN ART: The Shchukin Collection. Ed. by Amie Smithadori. Covers the extreme breadth of this journey through 19th and 20th-century creations. The presentation of these exceptional works, where our collective gaze comes together, includes an exemplary “painting lesson,” fully illus. in color. In 456 pages. Editions Gallimard. 9x8½. Paperbound. At $35.00

7772025 THE KLINGENBERG COLLECTION. By Arthur Lowe. Features one hundred works spanning the 19th and 20th centuries, ranging from Impressionist landscapes to works by the greatest of 20th-century artists. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. The Phillips Collection. 9½x12¼. Paperbound. At $35.00

78619OX THE STEBBINS COLLECTION: A Gift for the Morse Museum. By Regina Pahn. Consists of 70 American paintings, sculpture, and works on paper by 53 artists. Not only highlight this significant private collection built over a lifetime by the Stebbins, but a valuable contribution to the field of nineteenth and early twentieth-century American art, and the history of collections and collecting. Fully illus. Pages. 9x11¼. Pub. at $59.95

7856295 SPELLBOUND: Magic, Ritual & Witchcraft. By Sophie Page et al. Discusses contemporary ideas about magical thinking and the artworks produced specifically for the exhibits. Here is an introduction to the relevance of experience of magic in the past and in the present. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Ashmolean Museum. 7⅞x10¼.Paperbound. At $35.00

4966295 AMERICA’S COOL MODERNISM: Architecture, Katsinam, and the Land. By Lianne Lyneis et al. Featuring working drawings and the artist made between 1931 and 1941 and additional works that resulted from her deep exploration of the distinctive architectural and cultural objects of Northern New Mexico’s Hispanic and Native American communities. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Abbeville. 9x12. Paperbound. At $34.95

4966201 AMERICA’S COOL MODERNISM: Architecture, Katsinam, and the Land. By Lianne Lyneis et al. Featuring working drawings and the artist made between 1931 and 1941 and additional works that resulted from her deep exploration of the distinctive architectural and cultural objects of Northern New Mexico’s Hispanic and Native American communities. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Abbeville. 9x12. Paperbound. At $34.95

786190X THE STEBBINS COLLECTION: A Gift for the Morse Museum. By Regina Pahn. Consists of 70 American paintings, sculpture, and works on paper by 53 artists. Not only highlight this significant private collection built over a lifetime by the Stebbins, but a valuable contribution to the field of nineteenth and early twentieth-century American art, and the history of collections and collecting. Fully illus. Pages. 9x11¼. Pub. at $59.95

7819471 GREAT FRENCH PAINTINGS FROM THE CLARK: Barbizon Through Impressionism. Features more than 70 of the most important 19th-century European paintings in the collection, including masterpieces by Monet, Pissarro, Sisley, Morisot, Manet, Degas, Reiner, and Gauguin, as well as key earlier works by Corot, Millet and more. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Skira. 9x11. Paperback. At $34.95
Exhibition Catalogs

7850379 FLOWER POWER: The Meaning of Flowers in Asian Art. By Daisy Chan. Art from the Asian Art Museum’s renowned collection focuses on six historically celebrated flowers and the messages they convey. Whether painted on scroll, embroidered on a lacquer box, or included in video installation, these flowers bring beauty and meaning to the artworks they adorn. 112 pages. Asian Art Mus of San Frans. 8¼x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

7890644 PUBLIC PARKS, PRIVATE GARDENS: Paris to Provence. By Colita Yes. Exhibition catalogs. Includes masterworks by artists such as Bonnard, Cassatt, Cezanne, Corot, Daumier, Van Gogh, Manet, Matisse, Monet, and Seurat. Ives provides new insights into these essential works and gives a delightful portrait of an extraordinarily creative period in France’s history. Well illus., in color. 204 pages. Yale. 9¼x10¼. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95

785028X CHINA AT THE CENTER: Ricci and Foreign World Maps. Ed. by Natasha Reichle. Exhibition Catalog. Focuses on two masterpieces of seventeenth century map making, the 1602 world map by Matteo Ricci and the 1674 world map by Ferdinand Verbiest, that illustrates this exchange of information. Both maps tell fascinating stories about the way the world was conceived in their time. Well illus. 48 pages. Asian Art Mus of San Frans. 8¼x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

7877943 REVELATIONS: Art from the American South. By Timothy Anglin Burgard et al. Sixty-two artworks provide both an in-depth representation and a broad overview of a groundbreaking aspect of contemporary art practice. Over 20 artists offer multiple perspectives on America’s history and present—with subjects spanning history, politics, religion, identity, and race. Well illus. in color. 84 pages. Fine Arts Mus of San Frans. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $45.00 $21.95

783668X JUAN DE PAREJA: Afro-Hispanic Painter in the Age of Velazquez. By D. Pullins & V.K. Valdes. A provocative study of a famed painter that recognizes the labor of enslaved artists and artisans in 17th-century Spain. Discusses the painter’s ties to the Madrid School of the 1660s and revises our understanding of artistic production during Spain’s Golden Age, with a focus on enslaved artists and artisans. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. MAA. 9¼x10¼. Pub. at $30.00 $39.95

7729280 NORMAN ROCKWELL: Drawings, 1911-1976. By S.H. Plunkett & J. Kowalski. This abundantly illustrated volume reveals the entire scope of Norman Rockwell’s achievement as a draftsman, from his meticulous preparatory drawings for his Saturday Evening Post covers to his travel sketch books and the illustrated letters he sent to friends. 256 pages. Abbeville. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

7772068 FRANK DUVEEN: American Master. Ed. by Julie Aronson. Offers diverse perspectives on Duveen’s life, work, subjects and reputation. The essays span his beginnings as a painter of dark Realism to his later impressionistic work and examine his significance as a printmaker and businessman. The lavishly illustrated volume includes a chronology and selected bibliography. 280 pages. D. Giles. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $54.95 $21.95

7840926 AMERICAN WATERCOLORS, 1860-1990: Into the Light. Ed. by Joachim Burgard et al. This volume considers continuity and change in the American watercolor tradition over a century of production through the lens of the Harvard Art Museums’ collection. Works by Winslow Homer, John Singer Sargent, and more. A fluid and open-ended approach to the topic, offering both personal and scholarly reflections. Fully illus. in color. 184 pages. Harvard. 9¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $45.00 $35.95

7875769 RADICAL: Italian Design 1965-1985. By Cinzia Strauss. An essential new look at the radical philosophy that interrogated freedom living against the turbulent political landscape of 1960s Italy. This collection surveys the work of pioneering designers through nearly 70 objects and architectural models and offers insights into the individuals who were at the vanguard of this movement. Well illus., many in color. 224 pages. Yale. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $45.00 $21.95

7817737 HOLLAND ON PAPER: In the Age of Art Nouveau. By Clifford S. Ackley. Celebrates the Dutch contribution to Art Nouveau through a tour of over one hundred posters, decorative calendars, and illustrated books, as well as prints and drawings. 256 pages. MFA, Boston. 9¼x10¼. Pub. at $63.00 $14.95

7838350 LABYRINTH: Knossos, Myth & Reality. Ed. by Andrew ShawPal. Traces the 9,000 year history of a place which became famous in Greek mythology as the palace of King Minos and home of the Minotaur. It follow the early travelers looking for the Labyrinth, culminating in the discovery of the city by Minos Kalokairinos and its subsequent excavation by Sir Arthur Evans. Fully illus. most in color. 256 pages. Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

7869533 O’KEEFFE AND MOORE. Ed. by Anita Feldman. Delves into each artist’s motivation and methodology, and the parallels between them, in particular, the inspiration both felt from nature and numinous forms, such as bones and seashells. Presents drawings, paintings, and sculpture that illustrate the organic roots of Modernism developed independently, yet concurrently. Fully illus. in color. 248 pages. Seattle Art M. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $38.00 $26.95

7838069 HILMA AF KLINT: Tree of Knowledge. Ed. by Elizabeth Gordon. One of the most inventive artists of the 20th-century, af Klint was a pioneer of abstraction. Deeply interested in spirituality and philosophy, af Klint developed an iconography that explores esoteric concepts in metaphysics, as demonstrated in Tree of Knowledge. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. David Zwirner. 7¼x11¼. Pub. at $55.00 $30.95

4907000 KLIMENT AND THE WOMEN OF VIENNA’S GOLDEN AGE, 1900-1918. Ed. by Tobias G. Natter. This catalog accompanies a major exhibition at the Neue Galerie New York devoted to Gustav Kliment’s sensuous portraits of women. These works cover the gamut of the artist’s wide-ranging style, from his early ethereal paintings influenced by Symbolism and the Pre-Raphaelite movement, to his so-called “golden-style,” as well as his later, almost Fauvist depictions. Fully illus., 20 pages. Prestel. 9¼x11½. Pub. at $60.00 $24.95

1974319 RAPHAEL. By David Eiksdjian et al. The artist’s brief career spanned a mere two decades, but no artist either before or since has done more to shape Western culture. Presents a comprehensive view of Raphael’s achievements, chronicling the progress of his career in all its richness and complexity. Photos, many in color. 326 pages. National Gallery, London. 9¾x11¼. Pub. at $50.00 $39.95

7780281 THE ART OF TAPESTRY. By Helen. Based on extensive new research, this study provides fresh insights into tapestries from around Europe, from the complex cultural and political messages they embody, to long-forgotten histories of sacred meaning and ritual use. Focuses on the National Gallery’s collection. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Philip Wilson. 9¼x11½. Pub. at $60.00 $46.95

4907450 COLOR INTO LINE: Pastels from the Renaissance to the Present. By Fusli. Describes the fluid and open-ended approach to the topic, offering both personal and scholarly reflections. Fully illus. in color. 184 pages. Harvard. 9¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $45.00 $35.95

1957244 ALBERTO GIACOMETTI: Toward the Ultimate Figure. Ed. by Emile Bouvard. This retrospective traces the early and midcareer development of the preeminent Surrealist artist and his emergence of his distinct figurative style through works including a series of walking men, elongated standing women, and numerous busts. Photos, many in color. 240 pages. Schirmer. 8¾x11. Pub. at $60.00 $29.95

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT
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Fantasy & SciFi Art

FAERLYLAND: The Secret World of the Hidden Ones. By John Matthews. 64 pages. Abrams. 10x7½x1¼. Pub. at $27.50 $3.95

★ 477678X NIGHT FAIRIES. By Paolo Barbieri. 96 pages. Llewellyn. 8½x11½. Pub. at $28.95 $16.95

Erotic Art

1944576 DEVIAN T DESIRES. By Katharine Gates. Can there still be anything new to say about the erotic, sexy play, and desire? Yes, because when some taboos crumble, others emerge, often with surprising, delightful, and even disturbing consequences for our psyches and sensibilities. Adults only. 48 pages. SQP. 9½x11. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95


★ 4839374 PENCIL AND INK. By Frank Cho. This collection features ballpoint-pen women, nudes, sketches and studies of figure. Revealed is Cho’s passion for human form, crosshatching and the line, as well as his love of storytelling. Featuring a new in-depth interview, this work answers many questions frequently asked by Cho’s followers and fans. Adults only.127 pages. Fles. 9x12. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

★ 7692625 EYE CANDY: Pin Ups by Barbara Jensen. Few pin-up artists can hit that sweet spot of naughty and nice quite like Jensen. Her unique sensibility of the female form has been thrilling fans coming back time and again. Adults only. SQP. 8½x11. Pub. at $13.00 $9.95

★ 3973689 VELVET LOVE, VOLUME ONE: Girl by Girl. By S. Mazzotti & V. Silvestroni. When the passions of two women ignite, the heat that’s released is pure erotic ecstasy. The team of Mazzotti and Silvestroni capture this exquisite energy in their first collection of girl on girl illustrations. Adults only. SQP. 9x12. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

★ 1977423 EROTIC ELFIN ART OF NYMPHETTES, VOLUME 1. By B. Gil & C. Walbridge. Two seasoned artists break down the swiftly conventional fairyland into an 8½x11 compendium of cut-throat cuties from the ample bosoms to the ravening beauty, making for an endless supply of subject matter. Adults only. SQP. 9x12. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

★ 3973492 HEAVENLY BODIES, VOLUME ONE: The Art of Bruce Colera. Using cutting edge computer generated imagery, artist Bruce Colera injects a mesmerizing flair of science fiction into these gorgeously rendered nudes. Here the future of animation is in heavy union with the ageless drama of sex and beauty, making for an endlessly intoxicating erotic assembly. Adults only. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

★ 6412196 DAVE NESTLER'S BAD GIRL CLUB: Drawn to Misbehave...A lavish compendium of cut-throat cuties from the imagination of the ever-devilish Dave Nestler. His eye for beauties and iconic approach to illustration make him the go-to guy for modern day pin-up perfection. Fully illus. in color. SQP. 9x12. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

★ 4697596 STEAMPUNK RISING: The Art of Sandra Chang-Adair. Travel to an alternate reality with this collection of irresistible Steampunk beauties by a top pin-up artist. Her distinctive style drips from every page, blending the electricity of X-rated lust with motifs inspired by Alice in Wonderland, Frankenstein, and more. Adults only. Illus. in color. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Pub. at $15.00 $9.95

★ 3973468 STEVE O RENO'S FANTASY BOUND, VOLUME ONE: The Art of Imaginative Distress. Steve places his lovely ladies in some fairly fantastic situations, which we find utterly–fantastic! As always, no make believe women were harmed in the production of this 8½x11 compendium of cartoons. Adults only. Fully illus. SQP. 8½x11. Pub. at $10.00 $7.95

★ 7755449 JON HULL GALLERY. A collection of nude portraits in pencil, both black and white and color, rendered in a hyper-realistic style. Contains a detailed, well-illustrated depiction of the creation of an acrylic painting, step by step. Adults only. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

★ 7755503 TEMPTATIONS: The Pelaez Gallery. One of the most popular artists to be showcased in SQP’s rich history of illustrators, Pelaez is now given the full gallery treatment in this oversized collection of erotic fantasy pin-ups. Adults only. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

★ 7755384 THE ART OF BARON VON LIND, VOLUME 2. Decidedly retro-style pinup art, with a wholesome 50’s look, featuring scantily clad “girl-next-door” beauties in a variety of poses. Adults only. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

★ 1977482 TREASURED CHESTS, VOLUME 4: A Gallery Girls Collection. By Arantza et al. Ahoy, maties! Within these covers a covey of piratical babes awaits your viewing pleasure. A wildly divergent themed collection of black and white drawings by a variety of artists presents a bevy of beauties presenting their treasures. Adults only. SQP. 8½x11. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

★ 1977431 MAN ON MAN: An Obsession. By Florence Barbara. A celebration of masculine body through an astonishing private collection of photographs, paintings, sculpture, ceramics, and drawings. Challenges the taboos surrounding male eroticism and invites the reader to reassess notions of male identity and normative views of the human body. 144 pages. Flammarion. 6x8¾. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

★ 762580 THE ART OF BLAS GALLEG O, VOLUME 1. Powerful, supple and sensuous—these are words best used to describe the art of TC Cor. This meticulous collection of photographs, paintings, and libidos presents the sort of paintings that should indicate the subject matter. Adults only. SQP. 9x12. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

★ 775449X SHAMELESS: The Art of Attraction. By Barbara Jensen. The peak of photorealistic erotica. Jensen’s nude and lingerie-clad pinup artwork celebrates the glee of unabashed sensuality, spayed off by the backdrop of an eerie darkness and occasional splash of kink or next door charm. Adults only. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

★ 7862959 BODY SHOTS: The Art of TC Cor. Powerful, supple and sensuous—these are words best used to describe the art of TC Cor. This meticulously collected collection of photographs, paintings, and libidos presents a bevy of beauties presenting their treasures. Adults only. SQP. 9x12. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

★ 1977431 PLAY WITH ME! The Art of Dirk Richter. The author strives to attain the same level of exquisite eye-candy by creating luscious portraits of nubile young ladies. The resulting paintings suggest a breath-taking collection of pin-up tradition! 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Pub. at $15.00 $7.95

★ 7755406 THE ART OF JOE PEKAR, VOLUME ONE: Naughty Girls! If you enjoy pillow-fights, party-pulls, and pretty girls all in a row, Pekar has just the collection of work for you! Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

★ 7755422 DRAKAINA, VOLUME ONE: Fantasy Art Mixed. While most fantasy art books highlight the talents of a single artist, this unique assembly takes readers on a tour of the many fantasy artists who have been inspired by the ravishing beauty and fierce, erotic spirit of a single muse and model. Drakaina. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

★ 7755430 FASTNER & LARSON'S BEAUTIES & BEASTS, VOLUME ONE. By S. Fastner and R. Larson. Selection of adult-themed artwork by Steve Fastner and Rich Larson, whose previous works Haunted House of Unerie and Bed & Bondage should indicate the subject matter. Adults only. SQP. 9x12. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

★ 7692633 VOLUMPTOUS, VOLUME ONE. By Claudio Aboy. Stunning portraits that celebrate the terrifying beauty of fighting females by artist Claudio Aboy. Adults only. SQP. 8x11½. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95


See more titles at erhbc.com/909
ARTIST’S MANUALS & GUIDES

★ 383309 DRAWING FACES & EXPRESSIONS: Learn to Draw Step by Step. By Diane Cardaci. Master the art of drawing the human face using the examiners and step by step projects in this guide. Develop your own unique style as you learn to draw a variety of portraits capturing the eyes, mouths, noses, and hair. Illus. Walter Foster. 10¼x13¾. Paperback. Pub. at $10.95 $8.95

8783644 EXPRESSIVE PAINTING. By Joseph Stoddard. Learn to paint colorful watercolors that convey mood and emotion! Covers essential painting topics, including mixing colors, selecting color schemes, and mastering techniques, so that you can learn to paint vibrant watercolor art. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Walter Foster. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $6.95

★ 773977X DRAWING MANGA FACES & EXPRESSIONS: A Step-by-Step Beginner’s Guide. By YANAMI. Learn to draw lifelike faces that immediately communicate what your characters are thinking, feeling and experiencing, regardless of your subject’s age or gender. With over 1,200 drawings, this resource has you covered with helpful tips and advice on each page. It’s an essential reference that will help you take your skills to the next level! Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Walter Foster. 8¼x11. Paperback. At $18.99 $13.95

492824 FASHION DRAWING: How to Illustrate Like the Experts. By N. Chapman & J. Cheek. Includes sections on templates and poses, fabrics, accessories, and clothing design, and offers instruction in the full range of skills required to reach a professional standard. This guide will take your work to another level. Fully illus., most in color. 256 pages. Artchus. 9x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $54.95 $29.95

7740572 I CAN DRAW FANTASY ART: Step-by-Step Techniques, Characters and Effects. By J.Calle & W. Potter. Learn how to draw a host of characters from the world of fantasy and adventure, from dark sorceresses to brave elves, from griffins and winged horses to more complex and dangerous creatures. Clear step by step instructions show you how to plan, ink, and fully color your characters. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Search. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $15.49 $11.95

4846362 DOODLE DOGS AND SKETCHY CATS: Fun and Easy Doodling for Everyone. By Boutique-Sha. Feel your worry melt away as you begin to sketch and doodle the cutest cats and dogs you’ve ever seen. Learn how to use easy to follow step by step instructions, from simple shapes to loyal labs, from cozy calicos to tireless terriers, you’ll infuse personality into your kittens and pups with easy to draw expressions and poses. Fully illus. 128 pages. North Light. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $4.95


4918231 50 DRAWING PROJECTS: A Step-by-Step Drawing Primer. By Barrington Barber. Learn how to draw people, pets and everyday objects around the home. Beginners will appreciate that each project is broken down into easy steps and experienced artists will be inspired by the challenging subjects. Fully illus. 208 pages. Sirius. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

7858655 THE ULTIMATE DRAWING BOOK: Essential Skills, Techniques and Inspiration for Artists. By Barrington Barber. Packed with examples and drawing tips and techniques, ranging from hand-drawn and equipment to how to draw anatomically correct figures, this guide is the perfect companion for budding artists or those wishing to build up their skills. Fully illus. in color. Artchus. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95


★ 4802608 DRAW 1001 ANIMALS. By Max Marbut. Illus. by M. Bergin. Shows how simple shapes can be transformed into a wide variety of animals. Great for absolute beginners or any artist wanting to renew and improve their drawing skills. Amazing facts about the different animal species and habitats are featured. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Book House. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

7859732 DOODLING FOR CAT PEOPLE: 50 Inspiring Doodle Prompts and Creative Exercises for Cat Lovers. By Gemma Correll. Collects 50 inspiring doodle prompts, doodling exercises, and factoids. Sparks the imaginations of cat lovers and spurs cats to explore, experiment, and brainstorm ways to draw and doodle their favorite furry friends with the author’s cute and clever art. Fully illus. 128 pages. Walter Foster. 6¾x9½. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

★ 7843481 HOW TO DRAW HARRY POTTER. By Steve Behling, illus. by C. St. Martin. Use the detailed step by step instructions and the included sketchpad to draw your favorite characters including Hermione, Ron, McGonagall, Snape, Dumbledore, Dobby and Buckbeak. Then place each of your full body portraits into your illustrated Wizarding World background scenes to life! Well illus. in color. 112 pages. Search. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95 $14.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 7859651 CHINESE BRUSH PAINTING THROUGH THE SEASONS. By Sun Chenggang et al. Invites you into the world of traditional Chinese brush painting. With its easy to follow approach, even those with little or no experience will quickly master the basic skills explained within. While experienced artists will find much to enjoy in exploring this rich and fascinating artistic discipline. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Search. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

SOLD OUT 7795122 THE ART OF DRAGONS, FAIRIES, UNICORNS AND MORE! LEARN HOW TO DRAW GIANT ANIMALS, PEOPLE, LANDSCAPES AND MORE! Learn to draw hundreds of creatures! With clear instructions backed up with well explained, practice-oriented drawing exercises, and facts that will help you magically bring these spellbinding scenes to life! Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Thunder Bay. 9x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

★ 773980X JAPANESE STYLE WATERCOLOR PORTRAITS: Learn to Paint Lifelike Portraits in 48 Easy Lessons. By Hiroko Shibasaki. Contains a detailed sketching primer to help master drawing faces and figures before you start laying on the colors. Step by step lessons make it easy to create beautiful watercolor portraits. You’ll be amazed as you see your subjects take form in lovely tones and delicate layers in your own watercolor portraits. Well illus., in color. 112 pages. Tuttle. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

SOLD OUT 7589763 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO DRAWING MANGA. By Samantha Gorel. Bring your character to life with the manga style. Includes more than 20 step by step exercises with clear instructions backed up with hints, tips and inspirational guidelines, and learn to use colored markers, colored pencils, water colors and acrylics. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Search. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

7821786 BIG SCHOOL OF DRAWING: Well-explained, Practice-oriented Drawing Instruction for the Beginning Artist. Ed. by Elizabeth Gilbert. Allows beginning artists to get started drawing. Includes three drawings of flowers and animals, people, landscapes and more! Learn to develop your sketches from basic shapes, adding texture and shading by step by step to create realistic, three-dimensional drawings. Fully illus. 192 pages. Walter Foster. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/909
**7837526 DRAW YOUR OWN MANGA WORLD: Invent Characters That Leap Right Off the Page.** By Arunyu. Learn how to draw a whole world’s worth of characters and things that make up their manga world. Discover how to create themed clothing and accessories, different hair styles (curly or straight), updos, braids, or buns. Cute pet, home pets, and sweet treats. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. $14.95. *SOLD OUT*

**4916328 THE ARTIST’S MANUAL: The Definitive Art Sourcebook—Media, Materials, Tools, and Techniques.** Ed. by Rob Popp. Become more creative, a more creative artist—whatever your level of skill or experience. Discover the tools, practices, and the processes that will help you unleash the artist within. Brush up on your knowledge of sketching and composition, mixing colors, preparing a picture-editing software. Fully illus. in color. 331 pages. $19.95. *SOLD OUT*

**4976770 CREATIVE WATERCOLOR SET.** By Danielle Donaldson. Creatively record your experiences, such as the beauty of flowers, a favorite quote, our daily surroundings and more. Get started today with step by step lessons and a practice pad, all in one. Well illus. in color. 143 pages. North Light. $24.99. *PRICE CUT to $14.95*

**7741856 DRAWING THE DOMINANT EYE: Decoding the Way We Perceive, Create, and Learn.** By Betty Edwards. Reveals the how our dominant eye plays in how we perceive, create, and are seen by those around us. This is a follow up to Edward’s Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain. Well illus. 159 pages. $19.95. *PRICE CUT to $14.95*

**1934182 DRAWING THE DOMINANT EYE: Decoding the Way We Perceive, Create, and Learn.** By Betty Edwards. The author illuminates another piece of the creative puzzle, revealing the role our dominant eye plays in how we perceive, create, and are seen by those around us. A guided tour through art history, psychology, and the creative process. Fully illus. in color. 186 pages. $19.95. *PRICE CUT to $14.95*

**4975119 DRAWING FACES.** By Lise Herzog. Grab your sketchbook, pens, pencils, and charcoal, and follow along as you discover how to make your character drawings even more realistic with step by step instructions and tips and tricks for drawing the human face. Fully illus. 104 pages. Ulysses. $14.95. *PRICE CUT to $9.95*

**4881556 DRAWING PEOPLE: Learn How to Draw Realistic Figures, Expressive Poses, and Lifelike Portraits.** By Lise Herzog. With more than 150 step by step illustrations, this is the ideal guide for artists looking to develop their people drawing skills. You’ll start off simple with basic body shapes. By the end, you’ll have gained the anatomical knowledge to make human figures truly栩栩如生. Fully illus. 7x9½. Paperback. Art. $14.95. *PRICE CUT to $9.95*

**7714793 PASSPORT TO PAINTING: How to Paint Retro-Style Travel Poster Art.** By Susie West. A complete guide to producing travel-poster style art of your surroundings, including step by step projects and popular travel spots across the world, and packed with examples of West’s inspiring artwork produce your own bold, bright artwork, to use as wall art, to frame for friends and family, or to follow your illus. in color. 128 pages. Search. 8x11½. *PRICE CUT to $11.95*

**4752600 DRAWING PEOPLE USING GRIDS.** By Giovanni Civardi. In this highly visual guide, Civardi shows how to use the traditional grid method to draw people of all ages and in a variety of poses. By simply laying a grid over a photograph or drawing, you can transfer the image to paper one square at a time. Fully illus. 240 pages. Search. 8x11½. *PRICE CUT to $14.95*

**7705530 ROUGH: Drawing in 2 Strokes and 3 Moves.** By Pierre Pochet. A way to start drawing that is based on a simple observation of the human body. As well as everything surrounding us, can be broken down into elementary geometric shapes. Particularly useful for those who have no artistic training but who are considering a career in a creative field. Fully illus. 110 pages. brick Nook. $9.95. *PRICE CUT to $9.95*

**7790074 DRAW 62 THINGS IN NATURE AND MAKE THEM CUTE: Step-by-Step Drawing for Characters and Personality.** By Heegyum Kim. Start with a few simple shapes and in just six easy steps create a range of 28 playful puppies! Choose your favorites from much-loved breeds including bouncy beagles, gorgeous goldendoodles, fun-loving French bulldogs and lively labradors. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. $9.95. *PRICE CUT to $4.95*

**7872153 HOW TO DRAW PUPPIES IN SIMPLE STEPS.** By Susie Hodge. Start with a few simple shapes and in just six easy steps create a range of 28 playful puppies! Choose your favorites from much-loved breeds including bouncy beagles, gorgeous goldendoodles, fun-loving French bulldogs and lively labradors. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Search. 8x11½. *PRICE CUT to $9.95*

**7878523 JUST DRAW! Faces in 15 Minutes.** By Susie Hodge. This guide offers a simple and effective way to get great results. Learn how to draw a range of faces from different angles. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Search. 8x11½. *PRICE CUT to $5.95*

**7790805 HOW TO DRAW MANGA HEROES IN SIMPLE STEPS.** By Yishan Li. Start with a few simple shapes and in just eight easy steps create 28 dynamic characters. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Search. 8x11½. *PRICE CUT to $9.95*

**784011X DRAW 100 MANGA: From Basic Shapes to Amazing Drawings in Super-Easy Steps.** By Yishan Li. Each project is broken down into just a few simple steps that lead you effortlessly through to the final colored drawing. There are 100 exercises to choose from, bringing the complete faces to life or creating your own unique characters. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Search. 8x11½. *PRICE CUT to $9.95*

**7826111 HOW TO DRAW MANGA FACES IN SIMPLE STEPS.** By Yishan Li. Start with basic shapes and in just a few easy steps create eyes, mouths, hairstyles and fully formed manga faces. There are 38 exercises to choose from, bringing the complete faces to life or creating your own unique characters. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Search. 8x11½. *PRICE CUT to $9.95*
Artists’ Manuals & Guides

**G873310** MARK CRILLEY’S ULTIMATE BOOK OF DRAWING HANDS. Hands can be the most challenging aspect of creating complex characters that are fun to draw and communicate, and truly come to life. Simple step-by-step lessons along with plenty of full-color examples, Crilley takes you by the hand and shows how simple it is to draw and erase, 128 pages. Pub. at $23.95

**7737971** SIMPLY PAINT FLOWERS: 25 Inspiring Designs in Easy Steps. By Becky Amelia. Shares the author’s easy to follow approach on beautiful flowers in her distinctive and contemporary style. Using only a few brushes and a small collection of paints, be inspired with 30 stunning botanical projects to paint, including single flowers, leaves, wreaths and bouquets. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Search. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**


**7714580** DRAW YOURSELF CALM: Draw, Stress Less. By Amy Mancie. Whether you enjoy drawing for fun or to de-stress, boost creativity, and reconnect with what matters most, this appealing guide will invite you into the soothing art of drawing. Give your hands a break in this develop a slow-drawing practice. Well illus. 144 pages. North Light. 7x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**4900634** JOHN HOWE’S ULTIMATE FANTASY ART ACADEMY. Through step by step drawings and finished paintings, Howe—lead conception designer on the Lord of the Rings and The Hobbit movie trilogy—shares tips on everything from building a portfolio to book illustration, graphic novels and designing for the big screen. Develop your very own personal style of fantasy art. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. David & Charles. 8¼x11. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**7807899** HOW TO DRAW WITH DREW BROPHY, with Maria Brophy. Inspire your imagination and step into a world where the sun sets an attitude, drops of ocean spray run from grumpy fish, and each wave bends into a perfect wave. Surf artist. Drew guides your through crazy sea creatures, Hawaiian flowers, flames & skulls; suns; custom lettering; and more. Fully illus. 48 pages. Walter Foster. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

**7698682** BOTANICAL WATERCOLORS THROUGH THE SEASONS: An All-Year-Round Guide to Painting Flowers and Leaves. By Catherine Maugy. Explains color theory in relation to botanical subjects, as well as color bias and the key to creating realistic shadows without resorting to an unnatural “gray”. The four main chapters focus on a particular season and contain painting techniques for painting its plants, along with examples of the author’s stunning botanical artwork. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Search. 8¾x11. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**7793553** SKETCHING OUTDOORS: Discovering the Outdoors. By Barry Heminman. Fun, friendly and practical, this handbook is jam-packed with tips and brimming with answers to questions such as: Which medium should I use? What do I take? Why would I go out? Why is a sketchbook so important? Full of inspiring artwork as well as five demos including a coastal scene in pen and ink, a countryside panorama in watercolor and more. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Search. 8¼x11. Paperbound. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**7736886** A BRUSH WITH FANTASY: How to Paint Fairies, Mermaids and Magical Creatures with Watercolor. By Barbara Lanza. Learn how to bring fairies, mermaids, imaginary creatures and more to life with 28 watercolor demonstrations, along with information on materials, tips, and techniques. Color photos with illus. 144 pages. Get Creative 6. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99

**4870190** YOU CAN DRAW IN 30 DAYS: The Fun, Easy Way to Learn to Draw in One Month or Less. By Mark Kostabi. With 238 pages. Da Capo. 7x9½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.90


**1918109** HOW TO DRAW ANYTHING. By Mark Linley. Fully illus. 286 pages. Robinson. Paperbound. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**


**1967355** MEISTER MANUAL DRAWING TIPS FOR PRISONERS. By David J. Meister. Fully illus. 54 pages. Wynwood Press/5x8½. Paperbound. **$4.95**

**1906627** HOJO WONDER MANGA ART SCHOOL. By Supitthna Arunpyanea. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Impact. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


**7717139** THIS IS HOW YOU WANT TO BE GREAT AT DRAWING. By Selwyn Leamy. Fully illus. 128 pages. Laurence King. 7½x9½. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

**7687109** PASTELS: Painting Class Series. By Text by David Sanmiguel. Fully illus. in color. 159 pages. Barron’s. 9x11½. Pub. at $23.99


**4897692** PAINTING LAND & SEA. By Vemon Kornt. Fully illus. in color, 40 pages. Walter Foster. 10x/x13½. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95


**4752597** DRAWING LANDSCAPES. By Mary Haggerty. Fulll illus., some in color. 119 pages. North Light. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


**7812715** LEARN TO PAINT WILDLIFE QUICKLY. By Hazel Scanlan. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Batsford. 8¼x7½. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

Adult Coloring Books

**7836171** IT’S A CAT’S WORLD! COLORING BOOK: Creative Haven. The 31 beautifully detailed scenes feature fabulous felines in all kinds of precious poses, both indoors and out. Dover. 8⅛x10¼. Paperback. $5.95

**1927086** INKSPARRATIONS MINDFUL LIVING: Creative Coloring to Relax, Recharge, and Renew. You’ll find an assortment of symmetrical patterns and mandalas as well as flowers, nature scenes, and animals, designed to be soothing, plus thought provoking quotes to uplift and inspire you. Printed on perforated paper for easy tearing and sharing, and with a special lay flat binding. Rosenberg. 8¾x11. Paperback. $4.95

**7785880** MANGA & CHIBIS COLORING BOOK. With more than 40 illustrations to color and enjoy, this work offers a stress-free escape into the world of coloring manga, anime, and cute chibi characters and scenes. Walter Foster. 8½x9¾. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**7781055** CELTIC GARDENS COLORING BOOK: Creative Haven. Colorists will love these 31 original illustrations that incorporate the intricacies of traditional Celtic knotwork with charming garden motifs. Dover. 8⅛x10¼. Paperback. $5.95

**7784057** FAIRIES & UNICORNS COLORING BOOK. Featuring 20 hand-drawn images from nature and fantasy, this book is packed with over 60 stunning color-by-number images. From delicate fairies and unicorns to whimsical birds of paradise, including gryphons, hydras, and centaurs, as well as more than 60 hand-drawn images of wonderfully majestic unicorns at rest and at play. Dover. 8⅛x10¼. Paperback. $6.95

**7840629** RELAXING COLOR BY NUMBERS. By David Woodward. Relax and focus your mind as you remove more than 60 color by number images. From pictures inspired by nature and animals to themes of art, music, and meditation, there is a wealth of imagery to engage your attention and remind you of the good things in life. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

**7731849** CREATIVE HAVEN CELTIC NATURE DESIGNS COLORING BOOK. Relax and unwind as you color these 31 stunning illustrations that combine Celtic symbolism with nature-inspired themes. Dover. 8⅛x10¼. Paperback. $6.95

**7807469** FAITH, HOPE, AND LOVE: Zendoodle Colorscapes. Packaged with 62 original, hand-drawn illustrations, this work will provide you with daily reminders of the power these principles have in your own life and the lives of those you love. What’s more, each affirmation will bring you closer to the miracles that God bestows. Castle Point. 8⅛x8¾. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

**7840088** SPARKLY UNICORNS: Zendoodle Coloring. Spend a long afternoon surrounded by enthralling, beautiful creatures with the help of 60 hand-drawn images of wonderfully majestic unicorns at rest and at play. Dover. 8⅛x10¼. Paperback. $6.95

**7858825** RAINBOW MAGIC: Zendoodle Coloring. Features more than 60 brand new, hand-drawn images that are just waiting for an explosion of colors to hit the page. Endless creativity with this inspired design collection of color by number arts, showcasing 45 images by Andrakins. Dover. 8⅛x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

**7858925** OTHER MAGICALLY MYTHICAL CREATURES. Color surreal and astonishing beasts of the air, land, and sea! From majestic unicorns at rest and at play to fantastical creatures, there is a world of coloring in this activity book. Dover. 8⅛x10¼. Paperback. $6.95

**7719396** ENCHANTED COLOR BY NUMBERS. Explore a magical, mysterious world. From tangled roots in ancient forests, or even magical creatures such as fairies and unicorns, this book is filled with more than 60 hand-drawn images of wonderfully magical creatures to color and enjoy. Dover. 8⅛x10¼. Paperback. $6.95

**7873638** MILLIE MARotta’S SECRETS OF THE SEA: A Coloring Book Adventure. Discover the wondrous wildlife that calls the planet’s oceans, tide pools, and beaches home. Look for dolphins, narwhals, and manatees. Look up to the cries of little auks, albatrosses, and dolphins, warblers, and water birds. This is a collection of more than 60 color by number images. From delicate, hand-drawn images, you’ll find you are drawn to the rich details of the art. Castle Point. 8⅛x10¼. Paperback. $6.95

**7816170** COLOR ME MISERABLE: A Coloring Book for the Cranky Colorist. To encourage your inner grouch, these intricate designs play on phrases like “This Sucks” or “I Just Don’t Care”! Relax and let yourself go as you color your favorite flowers, ready for your colored pencils or markers to complete. Includes perforated pages printed on one side so you can hang your “Miserable” artwork for all to see. Racchone. 8⅛x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**7740662** NATURE PAINTING BY NUMBERS. By David Woodward. Relax and focus your mind as you remove more than 60 color by number images. From pictures inspired by nature and animals to themes of art, music, and meditation, there is a wealth of imagery to engage your attention and remind you of the good things in life. 8⅛x11. Paperback. $12.99

**7814222** BE CALM AND COLOR: Channel Your Anxiety into a Soothing, Creative Activity. Created for harried adults, 50 coloring templates are designed to help you get coloring and get relaxed. Through coloring therapeutically themed designs, you’ll discover the benefits of cutting color pencil or colored marker paper and channeling your daily anxiety into a satisfying, creative accomplishment. Creartine. 8⅛x9¾. Paperback. $15.99

**7802926** AMAZING PAINTING BY NUMBERS. Painting by numbers is a great way to gain confidence with paint. You’ll learn to control your brush and how to mix up a range of colors from just a few initial selections. When you’ve finished, the perforated pages may be remounted and framed to turn your masterpiece. Fulll illus. Siurus. 8⅛x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

**77757X** THE COLORS OF ASIA: An Anti-Stress Coloring Book for Calm and Creativity. Featuring 20 hand-drawn images, this book is packed with over 60 color by number images. From pictures inspired by nature and animals to themes of art, music, and meditation, there is a wealth of imagery to engage your attention and remind you of the good things in life. 8⅛x11. Paperback. $12.99

See more titles at erhbc.com/909 - 27 -
**AMERICAN GRAFFITI COLORING BOOK.** More than 45 of America’s most prominent graffiti writers have provided the initial outlines—now it’s up to you to give them color! With full pages devoted to the artwork, each spread becomes its own unique full color piece of art, and the images are printed on high-quality paper. Dokument. 8 1/4 x 11 1/2. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95

**$496799**

**CREATIVE HAVEN UNICORN WONDERS COLORING BOOK.** Let your imagination run wild as you color these 31 stunning illustrations. These enchanting designs feature these legendary creatures in various scenes, prancing in a lush field of wildflowers, drifting inside a crystal ball, leaping over rainbows, perching on a crescent moon, and many more. Dover. 8 1/4x11. Paperbound. **$5.95**

**$74365X**

**POSH COLORING BOOK: COLOR ME MASKS: 16 Stunning Masks to Color In!** Features page after page of captivating designs featuring masks, perfect for you to color with all your favorite colors. Dover. 8 1/4 x 10 1/2. Paperbound. **$4.95**

**785709**

**POSH COLORING BOOK: Pretty Designs for Fun & Relaxation.** Intricately detailed hand drawn designs for you to color and unwind. Andrews McMeel. 7 1/4 x 9 1/2. Paperbound. **$4.95**

**781789**

**THUNDER BAY:** **OUTRAGEOUS OWLS: Zendoodle Colorscapes.** You’ll find more than 60 wild and wonderful birds of prey turned birds of prey in this fun collection. Grab your colored pencils and let your imagination soar as you put the finishing touches on each one. Each is printed on one side only of a perforated page, for easy removal. Castle Point. 9 x 9. Paperbound. **$4.95**

**778719**

**THUNDER BAY:** **COLOR YOUR SPIRIT ANIMAL GUIDES: Reduce Your Stress Levels with These Animal Motifs.** Depicts animals from around the world. Animal totems represent a deep spirituality and by beginning to understand animals’ qualities and traits, we can learn from them. By doing so, we can reduce our stress levels and live a more calm and relaxed life. 96 pages. CICO Books. 8 1/2x10 1/2. Paperbound. **$6.95**

**786199**

**THUNDER BAY:** **MINDFUL AND MEDITATIVE COLORING.** Calm your inner thoughts and express your inner artist. Let your imagination run wild with more than 40 calming illustrations and inspiring quotes, 95 pages. Page Street. 8x9. Paperbound. **$4.95**

**779025**

**THUNDER BAY:** **AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL COLORING BOOK.** Discover more than 45 of America’s most prominent graffiti writers have provided the initial outlines—now it’s up to you to give them color! With full pages devoted to the artwork, each spread becomes its own unique full color piece of art, and the images are printed on high-quality paper. Dokument. 8 1/4 x 11 1/2. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95

**$496799**

**CREATIVE HAVEN UNICORN WONDERS COLORING BOOK.** Let your imagination run wild as you color these 31 stunning illustrations. These enchanting designs feature these legendary creatures in various scenes, prancing in a lush field of wildflowers, drifting inside a crystal ball, leaping over rainbows, perching on a crescent moon, and many more. Dover. 8 1/4x11. Paperbound. **$5.95**

**$74365X**

**POSH COLORING BOOK: COLOR ME MASKS: 16 Stunning Masks to Color In!** Features page after page of captivating designs featuring masks, perfect for you to color with all your favorite colors. Dover. 8 1/4 x 10 1/2. Paperbound. **$4.95**

**785709**

**POSH COLORING BOOK: Pretty Designs for Fun & Relaxation.** Intricately detailed hand drawn designs for you to color and unwind. Andrews McMeel. 7 1/4 x 9 1/2. Paperbound. **$4.95**

**781789**

**THUNDER BAY:** **OUTRAGEOUS OWLS: Zendoodle Colorscapes.** You’ll find more than 60 wild and wonderful birds of prey turned birds of prey in this fun collection. Grab your colored pencils and let your imagination soar as you put the finishing touches on each one. Each is printed on one side only of a perforated page, for easy removal. Castle Point. 9 x 9. Paperbound. **$4.95**

**778719**

**THUNDER BAY:** **COLOR YOUR SPIRIT ANIMAL GUIDES: Reduce Your Stress Levels with These Animal Motifs.** Depicts animals from around the world. Animal totems represent a deep spirituality and by beginning to understand animals’ qualities and traits, we can learn from them. By doing so, we can reduce our stress levels and live a more calm and relaxed life. 96 pages. CICO Books. 8 1/2x10 1/2. Paperbound. **$6.95**

**786199**

**THUNDER BAY:** **MINDFUL AND MEDITATIVE COLORING.** Calm your inner thoughts and express your inner artist. Let your imagination run wild with more than 40 calming illustrations and inspiring quotes, 95 pages. Page Street. 8x9. Paperbound. **$4.95**

**779025**

**THUNDER BAY:** **AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL COLORING BOOK.** Discover more than 45 of America’s most prominent graffiti writers have provided the initial outlines—now it’s up to you to give them color! With full pages devoted to the artwork, each spread becomes its own unique full color piece of art, and the images are printed on high-quality paper. Dokument. 8 1/4 x 11 1/2. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95

**$496799**

**CREATIVE HAVEN UNICORN WONDERS COLORING BOOK.** Let your imagination run wild as you color these 31 stunning illustrations. These enchanting designs feature these legendary creatures in various scenes, prancing in a lush field of wildflowers, drifting inside a crystal ball, leaping over rainbows, perching on a crescent moon, and many more. Dover. 8 1/4x11. Paperbound. **$5.95**

**$74365X**

**POSH COLORING BOOK: COLOR ME MASKS: 16 Stunning Masks to Color In!** Features page after page of captivating designs featuring masks, perfect for you to color with all your favorite colors. Dover. 8 1/4 x 10 1/2. Paperbound. **$4.95**

**785709**

**POSH COLORING BOOK: Pretty Designs for Fun & Relaxation.** Intricately detailed hand drawn designs for you to color and unwind. Andrews McMeel. 7 1/4 x 9 1/2. Paperbound. **$4.95**

**781789**

**THUNDER BAY:** **OUTRAGEOUS OWLS: Zendoodle Colorscapes.** You’ll find more than 60 wild and wonderful birds of prey turned birds of prey in this fun collection. Grab your colored pencils and let your imagination soar as you put the finishing touches on each one. Each is printed on one side only of a perforated page, for easy removal. Castle Point. 9 x 9. Paperbound. **$4.95**

**778719**

**THUNDER BAY:** **COLOR YOUR SPIRIT ANIMAL GUIDES: Reduce Your Stress Levels with These Animal Motifs.** Depicts animals from around the world. Animal totems represent a deep spirituality and by beginning to understand animals’ qualities and traits, we can learn from them. By doing so, we can reduce our stress levels and live a more calm and relaxed life. 96 pages. CICO Books. 8 1/2x10 1/2. Paperbound. **$6.95**

**786199**

**THUNDER BAY:** **MINDFUL AND MEDITATIVE COLORING.** Calm your inner thoughts and express your inner artist. Let your imagination run wild with more than 40 calming illustrations and inspiring quotes, 95 pages. Page Street. 8x9. Paperbound. **$4.95**

**779025**

**THUNDER BAY:** **AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL COLORING BOOK.** Discover more than 45 of America’s most prominent graffiti writers have provided the initial outlines—now it’s up to you to give them color! With full pages devoted to the artwork, each spread becomes its own unique full color piece of art, and the images are printed on high-quality paper. Dokument. 8 1/4 x 11 1/2. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95

**$496799**

**CREATIVE HAVEN UNICORN WONDERS COLORING BOOK.** Let your imagination run wild as you color these 31 stunning illustrations. These enchanting designs feature these legendary creatures in various scenes, prancing in a lush field of wildflowers, drifting inside a crystal ball, leaping over rainbows, perching on a crescent moon, and many more. Dover. 8 1/4x11. Paperbound. **$5.95**

**$74365X**

**POSH COLORING BOOK: COLOR ME MASKS: 16 Stunning Masks to Color In!** Features page after page of captivating designs featuring masks, perfect for you to color with all your favorite colors. Dover. 8 1/4 x 10 1/2. Paperbound. **$4.95**

**785709**

**POSH COLORING BOOK: Pretty Designs for Fun & Relaxation.** Intricately detailed hand drawn designs for you to color and unwind. Andrews McMeel. 7 1/4 x 9 1/2. Paperbound. **$4.95**

**781789**

**THUNDER BAY:** **OUTRAGEOUS OWLS: Zendoodle Colorscapes.** You’ll find more than 60 wild and wonderful birds of prey turned birds of prey in this fun collection. Grab your colored pencils and let your imagination soar as you put the finishing touches on each one. Each is printed on one side only of a perforated page, for easy removal. Castle Point. 9 x 9. Paperbound. **$4.95**

**778719**

**THUNDER BAY:** **COLOR YOUR SPIRIT ANIMAL GUIDES: Reduce Your Stress Levels with These Animal Motifs.** Depicts animals from around the world. Animal totems represent a deep spirituality and by beginning to understand animals’ qualities and traits, we can learn from them. By doing so, we can reduce our stress levels and live a more calm and relaxed life. 96 pages. CICO Books. 8 1/2x10 1/2. Paperbound. **$6.95**

**786199**

**THUNDER BAY:** **MINDFUL AND MEDITATIVE COLORING.** Calm your inner thoughts and express your inner artist. Let your imagination run wild with more than 40 calming illustrations and inspiring quotes, 95 pages. Page Street. 8x9. Paperbound. **$4.95**

**779025**
**Adult Coloring Books**

786342X **MYTHOGRAPHIC COLOR AND DISCOVER: Dream Weaver.** A journey through mesmerizing art in stunning detail. Become entranced in the real and the fantastic, the surreal and the sensible, all while discovering new flourishes and unseen intricacies hidden across every page. Castle Point. 9x9¾. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. **$6.95**

7807333 **FANTASTIC CREATURES: Zendoodle Coloring.** A world of mischievous fairies, mythical centaurs, and whimsical unicorns is waiting to be discovered in more than 60 delightful pages of art. Enter a world of enchanting color and enjoy the fanciful journey of coloring imaginative designs. Perforated pages let you share your art with others. Castle Point. 8½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95. **$4.95**

7870245 **ADORABLE ANIMAL BABIES: Zendoodle Colorscapes.** You’ll find page after page of newborn and fresh-hatched joy and adventure just waiting for the vibrant color that you’ll provide. And once you’ve colored in these cuties, separate the pages along the perforated edges and give the gift of baby animal art to friends and loved ones. Castle Point. 9x9. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. **$5.95**


7739918 **CHRISTMAS COLOR BY NUMBERS.** Coloring by numbers is a great way to gain confidence in drawing. Each portion is colored according to a key supplied at the back of the volume. All you need are colored pencils and a place to work and you can start to create your own Christmas masterpieces. Sirius. 9x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. **$9.95**

7867352 **TANGLED TREASURES COLORING BOOK.** Lose yourself in the simple art of coloring with these 52 original coloring templates combining some Zentangle patterns with freestyle drawings. Printed on one side of sturdy paper. 128 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. 8½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

780475X **MYTHOGRAPHIC COLOR AND DISCOVER: Voyage.** Invite you on an artful journey through miniature kingdoms, garden settings, hidden portals, and underwater dreamscapes. Immerse yourself in more than 40 illustrations and bring each new and enchanting realm to life with a splash of color. Castle Point. 9x9¾. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. **$7.95**

7836198 **WITCHCRAFT COLORING BOOK: Creative Haven.** The 31 enchanting illustrations—many with bewitching black borders and backgrounds—come with 32 original coloring designs, crystals and gems, butterflies and moths, flowers and herbs, and many more mystical symbols of the modern witch. Dover. 8½x10¼. Paperback. **$5.95**

7859678 **COZY COMFORT: Zendoodle Coloring.** Everybody deserves a little time out once in a while, or better yet, a little time in a good book. This collection features more than 60 comforting illustrations to color. Castle Point. 8½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. **$5.95**


7841299 **SWEET & CREEPY COLORING.** With over 60 eerie and intricate coloring templates, this creates a world of magical forests where ghosts, skeletons, gnomes, Jack-o-lanterns and more await you in colorful interpretations. Rock Point. 8¼x9½. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. **$9.95**

1927590 **FANTASY ADVENTURE COLORING BOOK.** By Eric Messinger. Throughout this work, you’ll find easy coloring starter guides as well as perforated pages; high-quality paper that resists bleed-through; how to tips and techniques; and wonderful examples for ideas and inspiration. 80 pages. Design Originals. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. **$4.95**

7859221 **GOOD DOG: Zendoodle Colorscapes.** There’s only one creature on earth that loves you more than it loves itself. Only one true best friend to mankind, one real “ride or die” right after naptime, that is. So, fetch those colored pencils because dog is your copilot as you howl your way through more than 60 hand-drawn images of the very best pups of all shapes and sizes! Castle Point. 9x9. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. **$5.95**

768925 **SPIRITUAL TRADITIONS OF INDIA COLORING BOOK.** Balance your chakras, enhance health and prosperity, and connect with the gods and goddesses through meditative coloring and chanting. Contains 42 full-page illustrations as well as decorative borders and geometrical designs. Destiny. 9x9. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. **$5.95**

4778839 **THE BEAUTY OF HORROR: Ghosts of Christmas Coloring Book.** Ghouliana sinks her fangs into the North Pole, causing all kinds of chaos on Christmas Eve with these holiday themed coloring pages. It’s overflowing with limb filled stockings, zombified elves, burning gingerbread houses, and decaying reindeer. Even St. Nick is terrified to turn the pages! IDW Publishing. 7¼x7¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. **$4.95**

7859945 **MAGICAL CREATURES: Zendoodle Colorscapes.** Unicorns and mermaids are hotter than ever, and this work brings them together with other magical creatures in more than 60 fanciful illustrations for you to color. Castle Point. 9x9. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. **$5.95**

7818886 **MYTHOGRAPHIA: Night Terrors.** Color along a terror-cloaked path of more than 45 creepy pieces of art featuring vicious immortals, unchecked gargoyles, relentless demons that won’t die. Perforated pages for easy removal. Castle Point. 9¾x9½. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. **$6.95**

4809672 **THE DELIGHTFUL JAPANESE ART COLORING BOOK.** Most of the colorful woodblock prints included in this collection are typical of those produced in their thousands during the Edo Period (1603-1868) in Japan. The prints are reproduced alongside line artworks so you can make your own versions. Sirius. 9x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. **$9.95**

7713363 **SECRET GARDEN: 20 Postcards.** Filled with 20 detachable postcards to decorate and color in, for artists and gardeners of all ages. Fully Illus. Laurence King. 4¼x6¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. **$5.95**

---
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Adult Coloring Books

★ 78136X ART OF COLORING DISNEY: 100 Years of Wonder. The Walt Disney Company spans 100 wondrous years, and this stunning collection of illustrations features paintings from the art of vintage Disney coloring books across the decades, archival pieces from Disney movies and theme parks, and new line art for the Disney100 celebration. Disney. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 787803 Born to Be Wild: Paws-to-Color & Create. Take a walk on the wild side and enjoy coloring quirky animal characters in this paw-some coloring book! Features 20 fun pull-out posters to hang on your wall or share with friends and family. Hinkler. 8¼x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95 $3.95

4982258 BABY FARM ANIMALS: Zendoodle Coloring. You’ll be happier than a pig in the mud when you crack open this work and find yourself instantly surrounded by squealing piglets, chirping chicks, and bouncing foals. Includes more than 60 tiny creatures to splash with color and a twinkle in their eyes. Castle Point. 8½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99

7817894 MYTHOGRAPHIC COLOR AND DISCOVER: Paradise. Color this collection of more than 40 mesmerizing, hand-drawn illustrations, printed on one side of a perforated page for easy removal, and discover the hidden objects that add surprising flourishes to each one. Castle Point. 9¾x9¾. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $7.95

★ 7843250 CREEPY CUTIES MANGA COLORING BOOK. Journey through the world of cute and creepy manga art. Lurking inside are over 40 new, strange and adorable scenes. This is a world of weeping angels, enlicing mermaids, zombie bunnies, and noodle monsters. Each detailed, beautiful piece is waiting to pop into life with vibrant color. Thunder Bay. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


7808461 MYTHOGRAPHIC COLOR AND DISCOVER: Manegerie. An immersive coloring experience of breathtaking detail and dreamlike imagination. Deepen your creative curiosities and expand artistic possibilities with more than 40 hand-drawn illustrations to shade and illuminate. Castle Point. 9¾x9¾. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $7.95

7870620 SLEEPY ANIMALS: Zendoodle Colorscapes. A dreamy collection of hand-drawn, original art of the snooziest animals in the universe. Create Gor geous Paintings. Includes images of the vital organs, the nervo us system, the musculature, the circulatory system, the illustrations will take you on a tour around the human body. 96 pages. Sirius. 8¾x11. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

★ 7843305 NATIONAL PARKS COLOR-BY-NUMBER. Inviting you to relax and unwind, this collection of majestic illustrations is perfect for those who want to take their coloring pursuits to the next level. Getting inspiration from the stunning natural world, 47 scenes will spark your creativity. Colored key included for Bay View Bay Art. Hardcover. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

7824173 LANDSCAPES PAINTING BY NUMBERS. This selection of 30 images covers habitats as diverse as the Italian mountains, tranquil lakes, and deep forests. Mix your favorite colors and follow the lines and numbers to build up a beautiful picture. When you’ve finished, the perforated pages mean you can remove and frame your masterpiece. Sirius. 9x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95


★ 774224X DEBBIE MACOMBER’S HOLLY JOLLY CHRISTMAS COLORING BOOK. From the beloved queen of Christmas, comes a joyful adult coloring book featuring all-new festive illustrations and activities. Ballantine. 10x10. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

7859589 ABSOLUTELY BOUNTIFUL ABUNDANCES: Zendoodle Colorscapes. Packed with scores of original, hand-drawn illustrations featuring loving Scripture verses and praises of gratitude, this will serve as a creative devotional to the everyday blessings and miracles that God bestows. Castle Point. 8¼x8¼. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $5.95

4925017 FAIRIES COLOR BY NUMBERS. This enticing selection of color by number scenes will transport you into a delightful, fantastical world. Filled with spirited sprites, curious imps, and elfin figures, these delicately colored gossamer wings, completing these pretty scenes will provide hours of fairy fun and enjoyment. Sirius. 9x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $6.95

★ 7789245 THE BEAUTY OF HORROR II: Ghoulia’s Crapeatorium Coloring Book. Favorite undead girl, Ghoulia, mischievously attempts to trick colorists into unleashing her deadly spell. Try and find the missing ingredients she has sprinkled throughout over 80 pages of illustrations before it’s too late! Discover some of the most haunting coloring pages you have ever seen. Solutions included. IDW Publishing. 10x10. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $16.99

4928045 FAIRIES GLOW IN THE DARK COLORING. Are you fascinated by fear and gripped by all things gory? Then this is the coloring book for you. Horror fans will be entranced and enraptured by the scenes inside. Prepare to create some spellbinding works of art, with an added eerie element of glow in the dark pages. Thunder Bay. 10x10. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

★ 7878907 GRAY’S ANATOMY COLORBOOK. Features a selection of images inspired by the world’s most famous classic medical textbook, Gray’s Anatomy. With images of the vital organs, the nervous system, the musculature, the circulatory system, the illustrations will take you on a tour around the human body. 96 pages. Sirius. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ 783770X THE BEAUTY OF HORROR VI: Famous Monstercieces. Follow fan favorite Ghoulia as she lets her artistic apparitions loose in the halls of the museum to reimagine some of the world’s most famous works of art in a way you’ve never seen before. By Catherine Gray’s blessing and miracles that God bestows. Zendoodle Colorscapes. Packed with scores of original, hand-drawn illustrations featuring loving Scripture verses and praises of gratitude, this will serve as a creative devotional to the everyday blessings and miracles that God bestows. Castle Point. 8¼x8¼. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $5.95

★ 7737742 PAINT-BY-NUMBER BOTANICALS: The Easy, Relaxing Way to Create Gorgeous Paintings. By Catherine Guadagnolo. All 30 numbered outlines are printed on high-quality, smooth, thick, side-seamMultiples. Other that’s ideal for pastel paint. Just tear out the numbered design along the perforated edge, follow the color map included, and feel your stress melt away as a masterpiece blooms effortlessly beneath your brushstrokes. Perseus Street. 7½x9. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

★ 7787080 THE MANIFESTATION COLORING BOOK. By Gill Thackray. This stunning coloring book will help you to manifest your goals. As you put pen to paper, you’ll feel the vibration of the universe. Create the vision you want with over 100 pages to color, also includes helpful tips and tricks by life coach Thackray. Michael O’Mara. 8¼x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95
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See more titles at erhbc.com/909
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7840721</td>
<td>MYTHOLOGIA: Nightmare Cabaret.</td>
<td>Inside you'll find an alluring cast of bizarre characters ready to put on a terrifying show. - 9x11. Paperbound</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>9x11</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7861400</td>
<td>THE MONSTER BOOK OF MANGA CREATURES AND CHARACTERS COLORING BOOK.</td>
<td>Brings the magic of manga to life in a whole new way, blending storylines and characters in elaborate color pages. - 8½x11. Paperbound</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>8½x11</td>
<td>$15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7774691</td>
<td>FAIRY TALES COLORING BOOK.</td>
<td>Featuring characters from classic fairy tales, this book offers a relaxing way to color with a twist. - 8½x11. Paperbound</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>8½x11</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8736163</td>
<td>Gnome Sweet Gnome Coloring Book.</td>
<td>Brings the magic of gnomes to life with charming illustrations and a calming color palette. - 8½x11. Paperbound</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>8½x11</td>
<td>$18.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7871155</td>
<td>THE A TO Z COLORING BOOK.</td>
<td>Alphabetical coloring book that features a variety of images and colors for each letter of the alphabet. - 12x12. Paperbound</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>12x12</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7740611</td>
<td>MINDFULNESS COLOR BY NUMBERS.</td>
<td>Helps readers find calm and relaxation through mindfulness exercises and coloring activities. - 10½x14. Paperback</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>10½x14</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7805120</td>
<td>MYTHOGRAPHIC COLOR AND DISCOVER: Cosmic Kingdoms.</td>
<td>Features illustrations of alien worlds and vibrant colors for hours of coloring fun. - 9½x12. Paperbound</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>9½x12</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7823164</td>
<td>1000 ANGELS AND INSPIRATIONS COLORING BOOK.</td>
<td>A beautiful coloring book featuring angels and inspirational quotes, perfect for meditation and relaxation. - 8½x11. Paperbound</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>8½x11</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7761264</td>
<td>CREATIVE HAVEN MANGA MUSSES COLORING BOOK.</td>
<td>Brings the beauty of manga to life with artistic coloring pages and inspiring quotes. - 9½x12. Paperbound</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>9½x12</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7818092</td>
<td>STICKER MOSAICS: Unicorn Universe.</td>
<td>Features stickers and coloring pages inspired by the magical world of unicorns. - 8½x11. Paperback</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>8½x11</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7797547</td>
<td>MYTHOGRAPHIC COLOR AND DISCOVER: Cosmic Spirit.</td>
<td>Presents a beautiful collection of cosmic imagery and inspiring quotes, perfect for creative expression. - 9½x12. Paperbound</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>9½x12</td>
<td>$16.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4866622</td>
<td>GROOY OWLS COLORING BOOK.</td>
<td>A special coloring book featuring owls, perfect for both adults and children. - 8½x11. Paperback</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>8½x11</td>
<td>$18.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7784139</td>
<td>MANILA COLOR BY NUMBERS.</td>
<td>A creative and educational coloring book perfect for all ages, featuring large print numbers so as to be easy on the eyes. - 9½x12. Paperback</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>9½x12</td>
<td>$15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7796122</td>
<td>MINDFULNESS COLOR BY NUMBERS.</td>
<td>Helps readers find calm and relaxation through mindfulness exercises and coloring activities. - 10½x14. Paperback</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>10½x14</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4890546</td>
<td>STAINED GLASS COLOR BY NUMBERS.</td>
<td>Features intricate stained glass designs and calming colors, perfect for stress relief. - 8½x11. Paperback</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>8½x11</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7784139</td>
<td>MANILA COLOR BY NUMBERS.</td>
<td>A creative and educational coloring book perfect for all ages, featuring large print numbers so as to be easy on the eyes. - 9½x12. Paperback</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>9½x12</td>
<td>$15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4866622</td>
<td>GROOY OWLS COLORING BOOK.</td>
<td>A special coloring book featuring owls, perfect for both adults and children. - 8½x11. Paperback</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>8½x11</td>
<td>$18.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7784139</td>
<td>MANILA COLOR BY NUMBERS.</td>
<td>A creative and educational coloring book perfect for all ages, featuring large print numbers so as to be easy on the eyes. - 9½x12. Paperback</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>9½x12</td>
<td>$15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7784139</td>
<td>MANILA COLOR BY NUMBERS.</td>
<td>A creative and educational coloring book perfect for all ages, featuring large print numbers so as to be easy on the eyes. - 9½x12. Paperback</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>9½x12</td>
<td>$15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7784139</td>
<td>MANILA COLOR BY NUMBERS.</td>
<td>A creative and educational coloring book perfect for all ages, featuring large print numbers so as to be easy on the eyes. - 9½x12. Paperback</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>9½x12</td>
<td>$15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7784139</td>
<td>MANILA COLOR BY NUMBERS.</td>
<td>A creative and educational coloring book perfect for all ages, featuring large print numbers so as to be easy on the eyes. - 9½x12. Paperback</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>9½x12</td>
<td>$15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7784139</td>
<td>MANILA COLOR BY NUMBERS.</td>
<td>A creative and educational coloring book perfect for all ages, featuring large print numbers so as to be easy on the eyes. - 9½x12. Paperback</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>9½x12</td>
<td>$15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7784139</td>
<td>MANILA COLOR BY NUMBERS.</td>
<td>A creative and educational coloring book perfect for all ages, featuring large print numbers so as to be easy on the eyes. - 9½x12. Paperback</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>9½x12</td>
<td>$15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7784139</td>
<td>MANILA COLOR BY NUMBERS.</td>
<td>A creative and educational coloring book perfect for all ages, featuring large print numbers so as to be easy on the eyes. - 9½x12. Paperback</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>9½x12</td>
<td>$15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7784139</td>
<td>MANILA COLOR BY NUMBERS.</td>
<td>A creative and educational coloring book perfect for all ages, featuring large print numbers so as to be easy on the eyes. - 9½x12. Paperback</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>9½x12</td>
<td>$15.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Monographs on Photographers

**7722745** NEWTON, RIVIERA. Ed. by G. de Sardes & M. Harder. From well-known portraits of Monaco’s “beautiful people” to rarely seen landscapes, this collection of images documents two decades of Helmut Newton’s obsession with the sun-kissed world of the French Riviera. 352 pages. Prestel. 8x10¼. Pub. at $50.00

**7711093** DIANE ARBUS: Revelations. Explore the origins, scope, and aspirations of what is a wholly original force in photography. A unique collection of her subjects and her faith in the intrinsic power of the medium have produced a body of work that is often shocking in its purity, in its steadfast celebration of things as they are. 390 pages. Aperture. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $80.00

**199039X** EYE ARNOLD: Magnificent Legacy. A vivid look at the work of one of the most influential photographers of the 20th century. From her early experiments with color to her groundbreaking work in photography, this collection is a testament to her lasting influence. 11x14¼. Pub. at $50.00

**4924843** TIMELESS: Photographs by Kamoinge. Ed. by Anthony Barboza et al. Fully illus. 384 pages. Schiffer. 9x12¼. Pub. at $60.00

**4905121** NIGHT ON EARTH. Photos by Art Wolfe. 256 pages. Earth Aware. 9x12¼. Pub. at $50.00


**1942085** STEVE KAHN: The Hollywood Suites. By James A. Ganz et al. In this collection, photographer Kahn captures the world of the celebrities who were photographed in his Hollywood suites. A work of art that highlights the power of the medium to capture the essence of a person or place. 8x11¼. Pub. at $50.00

**4850845** BETTY PAGE GOES WILD: An Anthology of Classic Fetish and Glamour Photography. Ed. by Stephen Pentacost. Betty Page moved to New York and began working as a “glamor” model. Gatherings together 84 classic, full-page photographs of Page, including her iconic “pin-up” exotica, fetish wear, nudity, bondage, and more. Also includes a bonus 44 photo mini-gallery bringing the total number of images to 128. Adults only. 96 pages. Deicide. 8x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

**6587798** PARISS: French Pin-Up Girls of the 1920s, 30s, & 60s. Ed. by Jean-le-Baptiste. In the 1950s and early 1960s, a host of French glamour magazines sprang up, featuring voluptuous pin-up girls plucked from the streets and thrust in front of hungry cameras. Here is a stunning array of 100 vintage &W photos from those magazines. Adults only. Wet-Angle. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95

**1845187** PINK KINKY: Japan’s Sex revolutionary. By Su Zune. Offers a no holds barred look into Japan’s sex underground, with exclusive interviews and lavish photographs featuring some of the most prominent figures from a wide range of sex sub-cultures—from the club scene and bar scene to hosts, porn, fetishists, otaku geeks, and beyond. Adults only. 220 pages. Kinyo. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**4619004** INK NYMPHs LOS ANGELES: A01. By Nelson Blanton. More than 200 punk, goth, and alternative images celebrate the unique alternative culture of Southern California’s provocative tattooed models. Inspired by Los Angeles’ Angels of Ink festival, this beautifully shot volume takes the reader on a trip straight into the heart of the unique alternative culture, where smoking-hot women adorn themselves with the coolest of tattoos. Adults only. 208 pages. Schiffer. 9x12¼.

**7765479** LUBA. By Petter Hegre. Luba is so stunning, so captivating, so beautiful that Hegre, her husband, felt she deserved a work that would lay bare the sensual details of their relationship. A work that would lay bare the sensual details of Luba’s incredible spirit. Adults only. Color photos. Edition Skylight. 7x9¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00

**9919234** BOMBSHELL: The Pin-Up Art of John Gladman. The iconic nostalgic fashion shot, the one that captured so many women’s hearts and infatuation with all things golden age Hollywood, is back again in this collection. John Gladman’s portraits of the girls of all walks of life, blending art and timeless style to render tasteful yet sexy pin-ups that pay ample tribute to the pioneers of pin-up history. Adults only. 143 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¼.


**1893881** 100 GIRLS BY BUNNY YEAGER: Special Edition. Bunny Yeager established herself as one of America’s top glamour photographers through the ’50s and ’60s for Playboy and other magazines. This book shows 100 of her most glamorous models, including Betty Page, and features photographs and original footage of Bunny and the girls behind the scenes. Not Rated. In Color and Black & White. Adults only. Cut Epics. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.98

**7722745** NEWTON, RIVIERA. Ed. by G. de Sardes & M. Harder. From well-known portraits of Monaco’s “beautiful people” to rarely seen landscapes, this collection of images documents two decades of Helmut Newton’s obsession with the sun-kissed world of the French Riviera. 352 pages. Prestel. 8x10¼. Pub. at $50.00

**7711093** DIANE ARBUS: Revelations. Explore the origins, scope, and aspirations of what is a wholly original force in photography. A unique collection of her subjects and her faith in the intrinsic power of the medium have produced a body of work that is often shocking in its purity, in its steadfast celebration of things as they are. 390 pages. Aperture. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $80.00

**199039X** EYE ARNOLD: Magnificent Legacy. A vivid look at the work of one of the most influential photographers of the 20th century. From her early experiments with color to her groundbreaking work in photography, this collection is a testament to her lasting influence. 11x14¼. Pub. at $50.00

**4924843** TIMELESS: Photographs by Kamoinge. Ed. by Anthony Barboza et al. Fully illus. 384 pages. Schiffer. 9x12¼. Pub. at $60.00

**4905121** NIGHT ON EARTH. Photos by Art Wolfe. 256 pages. Earth Aware. 9x12¼. Pub. at $50.00


**1942085** STEVE KAHN: The Hollywood Suites. By James A. Ganz et al. In this collection, photographer Kahn captures the world of the celebrities who were photographed in his Hollywood suites. A work of art that highlights the power of the medium to capture the essence of a person or place. 8x11¼. Pub. at $50.00

**4850845** BETTY PAGE GOES WILD: An Anthology of Classic Fetish and Glamour Photography. Ed. by Stephen Pentacost. Betty Page moved to New York and began working as a “glamor” model. Gatherings together 84 classic, full-page photographs of Page, including her iconic “pin-up” exotica, fetish wear, nudity, bondage, and more. Also includes a bonus 44 photo mini-gallery bringing the total number of images to 128. Adults only. 96 pages. Deicide. 8x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

**6587798** PARISS: French Pin-Up Girls of the 1920s, 30s, & 60s. Ed. by Jean-le-Baptiste. In the 1950s and early 1960s, a host of French glamour magazines sprang up, featuring voluptuous pin-up girls plucked from the streets and thrust in front of hungry cameras. Here is a stunning array of 100 vintage &W photos from those magazines. Adults only. Wet-Angle. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95

**1845187** PINK KINKY: Japan’s Sex revolutionary. By Su Zune. Offers a no holds barred look into Japan’s sex underground, with exclusive interviews and lavish photographs featuring some of the most prominent figures from a wide range of sex sub-cultures—from the club scene and bar scene to hosts, porn, fetishists, otaku geeks, and beyond. Adults only. 220 pages. Kinyo. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**4619004** INK NYMPHs LOS ANGELES: A01. By Nelson Blanton. More than 200 punk, goth, and alternative images celebrate the unique alternative culture of Southern California’s provocative tattooed models. Inspired by Los Angeles’ Angels of Ink festival, this beautifully shot volume takes the reader on a trip straight into the heart of the unique alternative culture, where smoking-hot women adorn themselves with the coolest of tattoos. Adults only. 208 pages. Schiffer. 9x12¼.

**7765479** LUBA. By Petter Hegre. Luba is so stunning, so captivating, so beautiful that Hegre, her husband, felt she deserved a work that would lay bare the sensual details of their relationship. A work that would lay bare the sensual details of Luba’s incredible spirit. Adults only. Color photos. Edition Skylight. 7x9¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00

**9919234** BOMBSHELL: The Pin-Up Art of John Gladman. The iconic nostalgic fashion shot, the one that captured so many women’s hearts and infatuation with all things golden age Hollywood, is back again in this collection. John Gladman’s portraits of the girls of all walks of life, blending art and timeless style to render tasteful yet sexy pin-ups that pay ample tribute to the pioneers of pin-up history. Adults only. 143 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¼.


**1893881** 100 GIRLS BY BUNNY YEAGER: Special Edition. Bunny Yeager established herself as one of America’s top glamour photographers through the ’50s and ’60s for Playboy and other magazines. This book shows 100 of her most glamorous models, including Betty Page, and features photographs and original footage of Bunny and the girls behind the scenes. Not Rated. In Color and Black & White. Adults only. Cut Epics. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.98
Art & Erotic Photography

★ 5771005 ALVARADO’S ALL-AMERICAN GIRLS. By Robert Alvarado. Presents a wide variety of modern pin-up photographer Robert Alvarado’s collection of Group photos. Displaying a range of poses, costumes, themes, and styles, his images are always dramatic, and often employ white backgrounds which concentrate attention on his models. Adults only. 160 pages. Schiffer. 9x12½. $29.95

★ 4924819 RETRO GLOMOUR: Photography of Mark Anthony Lacy. A collection of the dark, sexy images that truly reflect the “grown-up” side of the pinup genre. Combining backgrounds and architecture, film, and photography, Lacy has created these incredibly authentic looking vintage tableaus in his New York studio. 160 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $39.95

★ 4924665 KITTENS & KULTURE: The Pinup Photography of Susana Andrea. By Susana Victoria Clark. The photographer turns her camera to some of the best models in the industry to create this jaw-dropping collection. Taking us through the years with motifs and outfits inspired by styles from the 1920s all the way up through the 1960s, these tantalizing images blend classic sexy with a heap of modern flair. 160 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $27.95

★ 4813444 B.A.D.: Beautiful and Determined. By E.Z. Figabomba & A. Tisato. These photographs celebrate beauty in a way that is far from the traditional, slickly polished, glossy images of fashion and advertising; they explore the meaning of nakedness in a society that seems to prioritize superficial entertainment over women/non-binary sexuality and overall body positivity. 224 pages. Drago. 9x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $65.00

★ 7742423 NUDES IN STEEL. By Yoram Roth. Documents Roth’s discovery, development, and mastery of the unique photographic language of cogs, which has become his signature style. Reveals the artistic motivation and technical skill Roth applies to the masterpieces in steel. Text in English and German. Adults only. 160 pages. teNeues. 11x14¼. Pub. at $65.00

★ 4924738 MODERN VINTAGE PIN-UP: The Photography of Marillete Caruso. This collection of over 600 contemporary retro-style cheesecake, glamour, and hot-rod pin-up photographs takes women from all backgrounds and transforms them into the classily stylish bombshells of yesterday and grandparents’ day. 208 pages. Schiffer. 9x12¼.

★ 7765436 BORN WILD IN BERLIN. By Oliver Roth. Contains a scintillating display of dynamic, provocative eroticism with a dash of humor. Roth’s blog publishing new work every day, showing all the facets of our daily lives, more often than not a little “over the top.” Adults only. Photo, in Color. Edition SkyLight. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $59.95

★ 7756495 VIDA LOCA. By Fabio Borquez. Borquez’s photos are unsettling and difficult, stirring up emotions. His images guide the eye beyond mere nudity, provoking you to question what lies behind the rich tapestry of light and shadow. Adults only. Color photos. 190 pages. Edition SkyLight. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $59.95

★ 7714394 PARADISE FOUND: An Erotic Treasury for Sybarites. By Betony Vernon. This enlightening, luxurious tome features Vernon’s renowned “jewel-tools”–artisanal erotic jewelry and instruments of ecstasy of her own creation. It invites collectors and the world–alongside extensive advice on their use to reach new levels of pleasure. Adults only, fully illus. in color. 223 pages. Rizzoli. 9x12½. Pub. at $99.95


★ 3991938 ALL NATURAL BEAUTIES. By Adam Koons. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Goliath. 5½x8½. Pub. at $29.95


★ 4927174 CAMERARESS PHOTOGRAPHY. By Martin Barnes. SHOPWORN. Fully illus., some in color. 132 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10x13. Pub. at $75.00


General Photography


★ 7833695 GALLERIES OF FRIENDSHIP AND FAME: A History of Nineteenth-Century American Photograph Albums. By Elizabeth Siegel. Offers a comprehensive investigation of the origin and development of 19th-century photograph albums and the practices surrounding the genre. Siegel examines carte de visite and cabinet card albums from their introduction in the United States in 1861 through the rise of the snapshot at the century’s end. Well illus. 203 pages. Yale. 7½x10¼. Pub. at $30.00

★ 7782853 BEHIND THE CAMERA: American Women Photographers Who Shaped How We See the World. By Maria Aufferman. Each of the women in this work stepped out of the bounds of physical and social expectations to pursue her personal vision of photography. Each of them surmounted the challenges they encountered in order to pursue their dreams. Well illus. 194 pages. Goff. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00

★ 7854506 DOUBLE EXPOSURE: Images of Black Minnesota in the 1940s. By John Glanton. These photos offer a rare look into the lives and lifestyles of families and individuals often left out of histories of Minnesota’s past, showcasing people at work and play, young and old, happy and sad. The images highlight Black-owned businesses of the day, the music and club scene, and weddings and other family occasions that provide glimpses of African-American life. 144 pages. Minnesota Hist Society. 8x10¼. Pub. at $29.95


★ 7845006 BLACK MENOVA. By Jonathan Brand. Collects 104 striking images of New Yorkers engaged in everyday pursuits, from the bowlers to his visits to the Museum of Modern Art, and the barbershops to Theatre in the Streets. Brand’s photographs capture the energy, odd juxtapositions and intimate moments of life in mid-century New York City. 136 pages. powerHouse Books. 9x14. Pub. at $40.00
Historical Photography

**7753128** AERIAL ATLAS OF ANCIENT BRITAIN. By David R. Abram. This breathtaking collection of images reveals the mysterious sites from around the British Isles as they have never been seen before. The eye in the sky perspective unveils both the unseen forms of these ancient structures as well as their relationship to their wider landscapes, capturing subtle symmetries and forgotten sight lines. 272 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9x11¼x. Pub. at $45.00 $29.95

**778007X** COLOR MANIA: Photographing the World in Autochrome. By CATIN Langford. beguilingly examines the reception, appreciation and legacy of the autochrome in the wider context of the development of color photography. Four chapters then explore portraiture, gardens, still life and travel, focusing on the life and work of seven individuals. Takes the reader back to the initial wonder of what we now take for granted: photographing the world in color. Color photos. 240 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9x11¼x. Pub. at $65.00 $49.95

**4982525** THE THAMES & HUDSON DICTIONARY OF PHOTOGRAPHY. Ed. by Nathalie Herschdorfer. The essential, definitive reference on more than 180 years of photography in one authoritative volume. More than 1,200 concise yet highly informative and fully cross-referenced entries on the history, styles, masters and movements of photography, from "Abbas" to "Zoom lens." Photos, most in color. 438 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8½x12¼. Pub. at $100.00

**7749589** OUR AMERICA: A Photographic History. By Kenneth Whitelaw. Bursa has assembled the images that, for him, best embody nearly 200 years of the American experience, taken by some of our most beloved photographers and others who worked in obscurity. These photographs capture the impossibly rich diversity and diverse perspectives and places that comprise the American experience. 334 pages. Knopf. 11½x11½. $34.95

**4969146** PHOTOBOB'S ESPE. Text by R.J. Zenk. 400 color photos, 120 b/w. Over 200 photos, some in color, of the SP from the 1960s to the 1980s. From Coney Island's eccentric denizens to a Hasid at Riis Beach's nude bay to the backstage antics and outrageous shade of drag. Showcasing the world's fiercest drag queens, this book unafraid wonderland of contemporary drag. Fully illus., in color. Aperture. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00

**7786093** CALIFORNIA EXPOSURES: Envisioning Myth and History. By Richard White. Photos by Allan White. A brilliant California history, in word and image, from an award winning historian and Documentary photographer. "White, never content to "print the legend," collaborates here with his son. in excavating the layers of legend built into California's landscapes. Together they expose the bedrock of the past, and the history they uncover is astonishing. 326 pages. Norton. 8½x11¼x. Pub. at $45.00 $29.95

**490723X** SAM SHAW: A Personal Point of View. By Lorrie Karamath. The native New Yorker shot countless cover photographs for Life and Look in the '50s and '60s, and later also took the still images for the films he produced himself. Shaw and Marilyn Monroe were friends, and she captured her unique aura in countless unpretentious portraits. 240 pages. Hatje Cantz. $34.95

**1956641** OF SHADOWS: One Hundred Objects from The Museum of Witchcraft and Magic. By S. Hannant & S. Costin. One hundred objects, exuding magic and mystery, emerged from the darkness of Cornwall’s much-loved Museum of Witchcraft and Magic. In this work of haunting photographs, Hannant has captured the very essence of these carefully-selected artifacts, including wax dolls, wands, statues, daggars, pendants, ribes and amulets. Strom Auktor. 8½x8½x. Paperbound. Pub. at $33.95

**1989262** GOLDEN PROSPECTS: Daguerreotypes of the California Gold Rush. By Jane L. Aspinwall with K.F. Davis. A fresh, comprehensive and critical look at the California gold rush through the lens of the daguerreotype camera. The portraits and images provide an extraordinary glimpse into the evolution of mining culture and technology and the variety of nationalities and races involved in the mining industry. 168 pages. Yale. 11½x11¼x. Pub. at $35.00 $22.95


**1941801** EAST HARLEM: The Postwar Years. By J. Gonzalez et al, photos by L. Goldstein. 160 pages. PowerHouse. 9x11¼x. Pub. at $50.00 $29.95

**4907035** LONG LIVE THE GLORIOUS MAY SEVENTH DIRECTIVE. By Jeffrey Ladd. Errata. Pub. at $39.95 $9.95

**4922737** YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK: The First 150 Years. By Jeff Henry. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Lyons. 8½x11¼x. Pub. at $39.95 $19.95

Celebrity & Fashion Photography

**7850395** HIGH HEELS. By Frank Rispoli. Focusing on women’s shoes, he photographed club goers, singers, and band members, using the sets and bathrooms of the clubs, and the sidewalks of the city as his backdrops. Seen together, these images represent a time capsule from a heady era. Well illus., in color. 128 pages. Atlas. 8x10. Pub. at $60.00 $6.95

**4800214** JOHN WAYNE: A Photographic Celebration. Ed. by Marc Mompotent. Beautiful photos offer insight into this larger than life actor, both behind the scenes and in front of the camera. This collection will delight both the casual and devoted John Wayne fan, as well as anyone who loves westerns and war films. 541 pages. Skyhorse. 6½x9¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $19.95

**7850360** FANCY LADIES: Photobooths. By Jane L. Aspinwall with K.F. Davis. A fresh, comprehensive and critical look at the California gold rush through the lens of the daguerreotype camera. The portraits and images provide an extraordinary glimpse into the evolution of mining culture and technology and the variety of nationalities and races involved in the mining industry. 168 pages. Yale. 11½x11¼x. Pub. at $35.00 $22.95

**77939X** THE WOODLEY BOOK CLUB: Reading with the Stars. By Steven Salmé. A unique collection of rare photographs celebrates the joy of reading in classic film style that captures screen luminaries on set, in films, in promotional photos, or in their own homes and libraries, reading literary classics to their children, and more. 120 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $16.95 $7.95

**7839820** HUMANS. By Brandon Stanton. What began as a photographic census of life in New York City soon evolved into a storytelling phenomenon. Over the next several years, Stanton broadened his lens to include people from across the world. This beautifully illustrated volume provides a portrait of human experience. 437 pages. Harper & Row. 8½x11¼x. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 $11.95

**1944673** SOMETIMES OVERWHELMING. By Arielle Gottfried. This is a manic yet romantic ode to the people of New York City in the 1970s and 1980s. From Coney Island’s eccentric denizens to a Hasid at Riis Beach’s nude bay to the disco nights of sexual abandon and the children in the original Village Halloween parade, this is a delightfully light-hearted look at the most outrageous photo. In B&W. PowerHouse. 10x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/909 - 35 -
1921738 POEMS FOR THE PEOPLE. By Carl Sandburg. Selection of poems representative of his early years in Chicago during one of his strongest poetic periods, from 1912 to 1922, almost none of which have ever before been published. 400 pages. ILEX. Dec. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $7.95

1980947 BEOWULF. An accessible and vivid translation of this epic poem, recreating the robust masculine muscle of the original. With the Old English on the facing page of the new translation, it makes the study and enjoyment of this poetry available to everyone. 225 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $6.95

7722655 THE SONG OF KIEU. By Nguyen Du. Recounts the tragic tale of the beautiful singer and poet Kieu, who agrees to marry to save her family from debt but is tricked into working in a brothel. Over the course of a swift moving story involving kidnap, war, jealous wives and rebel heroes, she becomes a queen, wife, slave, victor and avenger, surviving through the strength of her words and wits. 166 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $9.95

7727655 THE USA PAGES OF CATS. By Andrew Marttila. Uses humor, candor, and charm to walk you through feline behavior and how to point your feline wonders to use. From mastering the settings on your camera to taking better shots with your phone, this is the guide you need to take awesome photos of cats. Color photos. 132 pages. Running Press. 5¾x8⅞. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

7773188 PHOTOGRAPHING HISTORIC BUILDINGS. By Steve Cole. Guides the reader through the process of documenting the historic environment using a digital camera and explains the standards that are applied to the photographs that we take to ensure that they will be a vital record of the past. Well illus, most in color. 248 pages. Historic England. 7¼x9¾. Paperback. $9.95

7713320 READ THIS IF YOU WANT TO TAKE GREAT PHOTOGRAPHS. By Henry Carroll. Walks you through the fundamentals of composition, exposure, light, lenses, and the vital art of seeing, all without drowning you in unnecessary techno-babble. Ideal for users of DSLR, compact system and bridge cameras, it features plenty of inspiration from 50 of today's great photographers. Photos, some in color. 128 pages. Laurence King. 5¼x7¾. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $6.95

7708705 THE LEICA R-SERIES CAMERAS. By Brian Long. Showing how they evolved from the Ss into a technological tour de force. Detailing all of the R-series models, special editions, and accessories, this is an invaluable reference work for collectors and enthusiasts alike. Color photos. 152 pages. ILEX. 7¾x9¼. Hardcover. Pub. at $34.95 $24.99


7771801 THE INFERNO. By Dante Alighieri. One of the world’s transcendent literary masterpieces, it tells the timeless story of Dante’s journey through the nine circles of Hell, guided by the poet Virgil, when in midlife he strays from his path in a dark wood. Peter Florence’s translation has been hailed by leading Dante scholars for its exceptional accuracy. Photos. 293 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

7782320 LOVE FOUND: 50 Classic Poems of Desire, Longing, and Devotion. Ed. by J. Strand & L. Jonath. From desire and longing to passion and partnership, these 50 classic love poems capture the full spectrum of romance, including its highest hills, bitter-sweet lows, and the power of lasting partnership. Includes a ribbon bookmark. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Penguin. Chronicle. Pub. at $16.95 $7.95

4965478 MEADOW MUFFINS: Cowboy Rhymes and Other B.S. By Mike Puhallo, illus. by W. Liddle. A collection of poems and cartoons designed to entertain and offer a form of modern folklore. Puhallo has been called a “saddlebronc rider, packer, horse trainer and truck driver, his rhymes touch people where they live.” Well illus. 64 pages. Hancock House. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $2.95

7878230 THE SONG OF KIEU. By Edgar Allan Poe. Contains all of Poe’s works in verse, from the major poems of his maturity—for example his famous ballad “The Raven” and “Lenore” to those he published in his youth and those that were collected immediately after his premature death in 1849. 302 pages. Alma Classics. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 $7.95

7872380 THE RAVEN AND OTHER POEMS. By Edgar Allan Poe. Contains all of Poe’s works in verse, from the major poems of his maturity—for example his famous ballad “The Raven” and “Lenore” to those he published in his youth and those that were collected immediately after his premature death in 1849. 302 pages. Alma Classics. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 $7.95

7772556 THE SONG OF KIEU. By Dorothy Parker. Known as the wittiest woman in America, Dorothy Parker was also one of the Jazz Age’s most beloved poets. The poems in this work range from high-minded social commentary to lighthearted self-deprecation to acid-tongued satire, revealing the wit and the wisdom of a great poet. 189 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $7.95

7769790 THE POETRY OF EDGAR ALLAN POE. In this anthology, readers will discover the full range of Poe’s poetry. The mysterious and lyrical “The Raven,” his most famous work, was first published; “The Bells” presents Poe’s mastery over language; “Sonnet to Science” is a fascinating meditation on rationalism; and more. In this volume, Bate brings together the most loved poems of the Romantic era, together with many forgotten gems. Includes a ribbon bookmark. 232 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $7.95


4815033 THE PHOTOGRAPHY BIBLE. By Michael Freeman. Fully illus. in color. 336 pages. ILEX. 5¼x6¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

4944542 NIGHT SKY PHOTOGRAPHY: From First Principles to Professional Results. By Adam Woodworth, Color photos. 208 pages. ILEX. 9¼x10¾. Paperback. $19.95


7718186 COMPLETE PHOTOGRAPHY. By Chris Gatcum. Fully illus. in color. 400 pages. ILEX. 7¼x9¾. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

7769790 THE POETRY OF EDGAR ALLAN POE. In this anthology, readers will discover the full range of Poe’s poetry. The mysterious and lyrical “The Raven,” his most famous work, was first published; “The Bells” presents Poe’s mastery over language; “Sonnet to Science” is a fascinating meditation on rationalism; and more. 189 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $5.95

★ 4951050 ENOUGH ROPE. Poems. By Dorothy Parker. Known as the wittiest woman in America, Dorothy Parker was also one of the Jazz Age’s most beloved poets. The poems in this work range from high-minded social commentary to lighthearted self-deprecation to acid-tongued satire, revealing the wit and the wisdom of a great poet. 189 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 7772938 THE POETRY OF W.B. YEATS. Ranging from enchanted tales of dreamlike beings to impassioned polemics, the Irish bard leads you through the irresistible landscape of Ireland, past, present, and future, while his magical words cast a lasting spell. 223 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. $9.95


7722625 OLD POSSUM’S BOOK OF PRACTICAL CATS. By T.S. Eliot. This collection of a curious and artistic homage to fountain young and old, merry and fierce, small and unmistakably round. This is the complete text of the poem. A ultimate gift for cat and poetry lovers. 60 pages. Harcourt. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

★ 773943X ENGLISH ROMANTIC POETS. Ed. by Jonathan Bate. In this volume, Bate brings together the most loved poems of the Romantic era, together with many forgotten gems. Includes a ribbon bookmark. 288 pages. Everyman’s Library. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95
Studies & Criticism

**THE WRITER’S CRUSADE:** Kurt Vonnegut and the Many Lives of Slaughterhouse-Five. By Tom Roston. Examines the connection between Vonnegut’s life and Slaughterhouse-Five through his work, history, formal history, and the novel, as well as original interviews with the author’s family, friends, scholars, psychologists, and other novelists. This is a literary journey that about trauma and the power of storytelling.

**THE SINNER AND THE SAINT:** Dostoevsky and the Gentleman Murderer Who Inspired a Masterpiece. By Kevin Birmingham. A deeply researched and immersive tale of how Dostoevsky came to write Crime and Punishment, and why it changed the world and advanced a revolution in the way we understand consciousness. This triumph brings together a great period of Dostoevsky’s career, 416 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $30.00

**WINNIE-THE-POOH: The Teddy Bear Who Inspired A.A. Milne.** By Gary Lachman. Investigates the many links between self-death and other novelists. This is a literary journey that about trauma and the power of storytelling.

**THE LIFE AND TIMES OF THE REAL HARRY POTTER:** By Colín Salter. An exploration of the most beloved fantasy franchise, examining the inspiration, historical, heart-warming, compelling, rude and downright scary books that have enchanted children the world over. Salter surveys an exceptional collection of truly groundbreaking children’s books, from Roald Dahl’s Matilda to Tom’s Sawyer to the graphic novels of Dr. Seuss. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Pavilion. Pub. at $29.95

**1926217 THE WORLDS OF J.R.R. TOLKIEN:** The Places That Inspired Middle-Earth. By John Garth. An illustrated journey into the life and imagination of one of the best-loved authors, this captivating volume provides a unique exploration of the relationship between the real and the fantastical and is an essential companion for anyone who wants to follow in Tolkien’s footsteps. 208 pages. Princeton. 8x10½. Pub. at $39.95

**THE DESTRUCTION OF THE DELILAH:** The Book That Inspired Our World. By John M. Bierman. A literary journey of the most beloved, original, and erudite A to Z format. 758 pages. Delacorte.

**WHY DANTE MATTERS:** An Intelligent Person’s Guide. By John Took. The year 2021 marks the 700th anniversary of the death of the poet Dante Alighieri. In this remarkable biographical novel, the author offers a literate and entertaining history of Dante’s life and other novelists. This is a literary journey that about trauma and the power of storytelling.

**THE BLESSING & THE CURSE:** The Life and Their Books in the Twentieth Century. By Adam Kirsch. From the vast emigration of Jews out of Eastern Europe to the Holocaust to the creation of Israel, the Holocaust continues to transform the world. All of this was true of Jewish writing. Kirsch surveys four themes that shaped the twentieth century in Jewish literature with discussions of major books by over thirty writers, 279 pages. Norton. Pub. at $30.00

**7838549 BREAKING BREAD WITH THE DEAD: A Reader’s Guide to a More Tranquil Mind.** By Alan Watts. This groundbreaking collection of classic essays probes questions of the past to stay sane in the present. The author shows us that immersing in the strange and wonderful writings of the past might help us live less anxiously. These essays can expand our consciousness, our sympathies, and our wisdom far beyond what our present moment can offer. 176 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $25.00

**THE WORLD OF TOLKIEN.** By Brian Sibley. A captivating collection of the most beloved, original, and erudite A to Z format. 758 pages. Delacorte.

**816918 SCOUT, ATTICUS & BOO: A Celebration of Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird.** By Mary McDonagh Murphy. Reviews its history and examines, through compelling interviews, how the novel has left its mark on a broad range of novelists, historians, and journalists, and artists, 215 pages. Harper Perennial. Pub. at $14.95

**780309 WHY DANTE MATTERS: An Intelligent Person’s Guide.** By John Took. The year 2021 marks the 700th anniversary of the death of the poet Dante Alighieri. In this remarkable biographical novel, the author offers a literate and entertaining history of Dante’s life and other novelists. This is a literary journey that about trauma and the power of storytelling.

**THE WRITING OF SONNETS AND THE SOUTH:** By Adam Kirsch. From the vast emigration of Jews out of Eastern Europe to the Holocaust to the creation of Israel, the Holocaust continues to transform the world. All of this was true of Jewish writing. Kirsch surveys four themes that shaped the twentieth century in Jewish literature with discussions of major books by over thirty writers, 279 pages. Norton. Pub. at $30.00

**7838549 BREAKING BREAD WITH THE DEAD: A Reader’s Guide to a More Tranquil Mind.** By Alan Watts. This groundbreaking collection of classic essays probes questions of the past to stay sane in the present. The author shows us that immersing in the strange and wonderful writings of the past might help us live less anxiously. These essays can expand our consciousness, our sympathies, and our wisdom far beyond what our present moment can offer. 176 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $25.00

**798016 TYRANNES: Shakespeare on Politics.** By Stephen Greenblatt. A world-renowned Shakespeare scholar explores the playwright’s insight into bad, and often mad, rulers, delving into how we can do what it takes for absolute power and the catastrophic consequences of its execution. As Greenblatt shows, Shakespeare’s work remains vitally relevant even today. 212 pages. Norton. Pub. at $21.00

**7804946 IN SEARCH OF LOST BOOKS.** By Giorgio van Straten. They exist as a rumor or a fading memory. They vanished from history leaving scarcely a trace, lost to fire, censorship, theft, war or deliberate destruction, yet those who seek them are convinced they will find them. This is the story of one man’s quest for eight mysterious volumes. 130 pages. Pushkin. Paperbound.

**THE INNER AND THE SAINT: Dostoevsky and the Gentleman Murderer Who Inspired a Masterpiece.** By Kevin Birmingham. A deeply researched and immersive tale of how Dostoevsky came to write Crime and Punishment, and why it changed the world and advanced a revolution in the way we understand consciousness. This triumph brings together a great period of Dostoevsky’s career, 416 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $30.00

**THE INNER AND THE SAINT:** Dostoevsky and the Gentleman Murderer Who Inspired a Masterpiece. By Kevin Birmingham. A deeply researched and immersive tale of how Dostoevsky came to write Crime and Punishment, and why it changed the world and advanced a revolution in the way we understand consciousness. This triumph brings together a great period of Dostoevsky’s career, 416 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $30.00

**THE SINNER AND THE SAINT:** Dostoevsky and the Gentleman Murderer Who Inspired a Masterpiece. By Kevin Birmingham. A deeply researched and immersive tale of how Dostoevsky came to write Crime and Punishment, and why it changed the world and advanced a revolution in the way we understand consciousness. This triumph brings together a great period of Dostoevsky’s career, 416 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $30.00
**LITERARY STUDIES & CRITICISM**

**7742312** PAPYRUS: The Invention of Books in the Ancient World. By Irene Vallois. A rich exploration of the importance of books and libraries in the ancient world that highlights how humanity's obsession with the printed word has echoed throughout the ages. This is the story of the book’s journey from oral tradition to scripture, and the role that transcribed writing played in the very foundation of Western culture.

**442 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $35.00**  
**PRICE CUT to $21.95**

**472 pages. Cider Mill. Pub. at $19.95**  
**PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**4920610** LITERARY STUDIES & CRITICISM: Limited Quantity: 782937X HOW TO WRITe LIKE A WRITER. By Thomas C. Foster. You’ll learn how to organize your thoughts, construct first drafts, and keep you in your chair so that your creativity flows from the keyboard. This book has been a best-seller and is now available at a special price.  
**7698643** LOUIS L’AMOUR’S LOST TREASURES, Volume 2. With B. L’Amour. In this second volume, L’Amour’s son Beau examines how his father made the transition from struggling pulp writer to successful novelist and uses his father’s notes, journal entries, and corresponding to continue the process of sorting out how different of these manuscripts were written as well as speculating about the ways they might have ended.  
**206 pages. Cider Mill. Pub. at $19.95**  
**PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**774692X** WRITE LIKE HEMINGWAY: Find Your Voice, Discover Your Style. By E.J. Gleason. Connects the dots between Hemingway’s stint as a scout reporter and the rest of his career. The newspaper’s style guide was a set of over 100000 rules—like “Use short sentences”—that influenced him enough that he carried these lessons of narrative economy with him for the rest of his life.  
**PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**7726643** LOUIS L’AMOUR’S LOST TREASURES, Volume 1. With B. L’Amour. In this first volume, L’Amour’s son Beau examines how his father made the transition from struggling pulp writer to successful novelist and uses his father’s notes, journal entries, and corresponding to continue the process of sorting out how and why many of these manuscripts were written as well as speculating about the ways they might have ended.  
**206 pages. Cider Mill. Pub. at $19.95**  
**PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**4937732** SHAKESPEAREAN INTERSECTIONS: Language, Contexts, Critical Keywords. By Patricia Parker. Photos. 490 pages. Chicago. Pub. at $27.95  
**$6.95**

**4917311** THE OEDIPUS PLAYS OF SOPHOCLES. 268 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00  
**$9.95**

**7783795** THE HEROINE WITH 1,001 FACES. By Maria Tatar. 329 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $30.00  
**$9.95**

**$19.95**

**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**4390118** HOW TO READ LITERATURE LIKE A PROFESSOR: A Lively and Entertaining Guide to Reading Between the Lines. By Thomas C. Foster. You’ll learn how to get into your best self, how to find your voice, how to know when, if ever, a piece of writing is done, and more. 305 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  
**$6.95**

**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**7002162** RESCUING SOCRATES: How the Great Books Economy with him for the rest of his life.  
**4924193** FINAL DRAFTS: Suicides of World-Famous Authors. By Mark Seinfield. 446 pages. Prometheus. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95  
**$19.95**

**4915550** WALTER MAP AND THE MATTER OF BRITAIN. By Joshua Byron Smith. 252 pages. Upal. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**$19.95**

**PRICE CUT to $5.95**
remastered DVD of a Clockwork Orange (137 minutes). 95 pages.


**787426** TARZAN ON FILM. By Scott Tracy Griffin. This authoritative work traces the development of the films, from the motion picture industry's early silents and serials, through the high point of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer era, to the worldwide hits. Featuring behind the scenes productions secrets, in deep performer biographies, quotes, reviews, and full color poster reproductions. 399 pages. Titan. $30.00

**731387** CINEMA SEWER, VOLUME EIGHT. Ed. by Robin Bougie. Published on its 25th anniversary, this issue traces the development of Cinema Sewer! Issues 32, 33, and the final issue - number 34 - of Robin Bougie's legendary magazine are revisited in this eighth wild FAB Press volume, along with an essay by the author, a man of immense talent and courage. 192 pages. Illus. in color. 224 pages. TItan. $30.00

**798509** FRANKENSTEIN. By Robert Horton. Along with an in-depth critical reading of the original film, this title tracks Frankenstein the Monster's heavy cultural thread from Mary Shelley's source novel to today's internet chat rooms. Photos. 120 pages. Wallflower. Pub. at $16.95. $15.95

**873453X STANLEY KUBRICK 3: A CLOCKWORK ORANGE. Ed. by Allison Castle. A masterwork of cinematic style, this extraordinary collection includes film stills, behind the scenes photographs, screenplays, and other exclusive material. Complete with essays, interviews exploring the making of the film, and the film's original U.S. poster. Included is a full-color reproduction of Kubrick's groundbreaking poster art. 240 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $20.00. $19.95

**7733690 THERE'S A BODY IN THE WINDOW SEAT! The History of Arsenic and Old Lace. By Charles Dennis. A captivating and riotous account of how this beloved farce came to be. Loosely based on a true story, this comedy masquerades as disposable entertainment. These backstage entries provide a snapshot of what was happening on and off the set. Including insightful, expert commentary about the cast, the crew, the chaos of filming, and many of the images of photos. 337 pages. Lyon. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $18.95

**4899886 HOLLYWOOD HORRORS: Murders, Scandals, and Cover-Ups from Tinseltown. By Andrea Van Landingham. This collection follows a journey into the golden age, illuminating the space between the airy fantasy and the gritty reality of life in Hollywood. In a transient city where nothing lasts, thousands of stories have taken place in their time. Here, in Hollywood's checkered past, can be found all over the city. Photos. 289 pages. Lyons. $19.95

**7767374 THE GIBLITHQUE ANIME MOVIE GUIDE. By M. Leader & J. Cunningham. Explore the fascinating world of Japanese animated cinema in this revealing insight into the art form. Join the authors as they reveal 30 classic anime movies explaining why they must-see, and detail the intriguing stories behind their creation. 500 illustrations. color. 192 pages. Weibeck. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

**7813819 12 ANGRY MEN: Reginald Rose and the Making of an American Classic. By Phil Rosen. The story of two lives; the life of a jaded, world-weary writer and the journey of his most famous work, one that ultimately outshined his author. Casts new light on one of America's great dramas—and about its author, a man of immense talent and courage. 16 pages of photos. 215 pages. Empire State Editions. Pub. at $19.95. $17.95

**7808291 FUN CITY CINEMA: New York City and the Movies That Made It. By Jason Bailey. A visual history of 100 years of filmmakers in New York City, featuring interviews with NYC filmmakers including: Noah Baumbach, Larry Clark, Greta Gerwig, Walter Hill, Jerry Schatzberg, Martin Scorsese, Susan Sidney, Oliver Stone, & more. Fully illus. in color. 352 pages. Abrams. 9”x11”. Pub. at $40.00. $30.00

**4864980 KILLING JOHN WAYNE: The Making of The Conqueror. By Ryan Uytdewilligen. This edition tells the full story of the making of The Conqueror, its ignominious aftermath, and the radiation induced cancer that may have killed Wayne and many others. 242 pages. Lyons. pub. at $19.95. $18.95

**7568222 SHOT DEAD IN THE ALLEY. By David Lean's great 'fillum' and its tragic aftermath. 16 pages of photos. 336 pages. LUPY. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $18.95

**1966707 SOLID IVORY: Memoirs. By James Ivory. The renowned filmmaker and cofounder of Merchant Ivory Productions reminisces on his remarkable life, from meeting his collaborator and life partner, Glenn Close, to winning the Academy Award at age 89. Ivory shares career highlights and memories of Jean Renoir, Pauline Kael, Raquel Welch, Vanessa Redgrave, J.D. Salinger and more, as well as shockingly frank details about his love affairs. Photos. 399 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.95. $25.00

**4960181 RYAN’S DAUGHTER: The Making of an Irish Epic. By Paul Benedict Rowan. This work charts the tumultuous filming of this iconic piece of cinema. Brings together exclusive cast and crew interviews, a wealth of previously unseen archival material and groundbreaking essays about the people who took Lean and his epic to their hearts. This narrative is everything you ever wanted to know about David Lean's great ‘film’ and its tragic aftermath, 16 pages of photos. 336 pages. LUPY. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $17.95

**3358092 VAMPIRE MOVIES. By Jacques Boyreau. Collecting together a mix of traditional movie signage and transgressive shout-outs and part psychedelic psychotronic, part poster, part album cover, part pulp fiction cover–this collection is surrealism for the 21st century. 2 pages. Fantagraphics. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95. $5.95

**4978390 ARE YOU IN THE HOUSE ALONE? A TV Movie Compendium 1964-1999. Ed. by Amanda Reyes. Beginning in the 1960s through its heyday in the 1970s and beyond, the telefilm remains an important cultural artifact masquerading as disposable entertainment. These movies often served as an introduction to genre films, particularly horror, mirroring their theatrical counterparts with a focus on sinister cults, women in prison, haunted mansions, and the Making of an American Classic. 2 pages. Fantagraphics. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95. $19.95

**7744747 FRIGHTFEST GUIDE TO VAMPIRE MOVIES. By Nathaniel Thompson. Within these bloodstained pages, you’ll discover that vampires of the silver screen are far more common and diverse than varying fangs, wooden stakes, and other staples like Carmilla and the countess Elizabeth Bathory, Explore macabre offerings from Hong Kong, India, Italy, France, Germany, and more. Color. photos. 240 pages. FAB Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. $19.95
**Movies & Reference**

**1948636 YOUR BRAIN ON FACTS: Things You Didn’t Know, Things You Thought You Knew, and Things You Never Knew You Never Knew.** By Misha Gershovich. This work is full of myths, lies, and entertaining content that will have you peering anywhere near with newly learned facts from the first page to the last! LaBouche does not hold back her knowledge androvues readers in uncommon knowledge. Short, easy to read, easy to digest. 365 pages. Mango. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

**8781572 GOD ON THE BIG SCREEN: A History of Hollywood Prayer from the Silent Era to Today.** By Terry Lindvall. Examines how films have reflected, and sometimes sought to provoke, the issues one ought to pray. Demonstrates that the way prayer has been presented in film during each historical period tells us a great deal about America’s broader relationship with religious currents. Illus. 367 pages. NYU Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00

**4972856 VHSLove: Cult Cinema Obsession.** True hard-core collectors have no boundaries. Experience the world of VHSLoved enthusiasts who celebrate their own unique cultures and live and breathe all things VHSLove. The format that never dies is back and better than ever! Celebrate all things cult cinema and delve deep into the minds of avid collectors. Not Rated. 129 minutes. FilmLanada. Pub. at $17.95

**7791410 FEAR BEFORE THE FALL: Horror Films in the Late Soviet Union.** By Alexander Herbert. Examines the ways in which nationalism and the pervasiveness of atomic danger are all topics that haunted late Soviet citizens, and those fears are reflected in films meant to represent their horror genre. Illus. 121 pages. Zero Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

**7685246 THE MGM EFFECT: How a Hollywood Studio Changed the World.** By Steven Bingen with M. Wannamaker. A look at what it’s like to make the MGM. How the RKO/Russell character changed, and how it has influenced everything from set design to merchandising to music and dance and continues to do so today. Photos, many in color. 348 pages. 6¼x9¼. Pub. at $42.00

**7745443 CINEMA SPECULATION.** By Quentin Tarantino. In addition to being among the most celebrated of contemporary filmmakers, Tarantino is possibly the most joyously infectious movie lover alive. For years he has touted in interviews his never-ending turn to writing about films. Now the time has come, and the results are everything his passionate fans—and all movie lovers—could have hoped for. Photos. 392 pages. Harper. Pub. at $35.99


**7733593 THE 50 MGM FILMS THAT TRANSFORMED THE HISTORY OF THE CINEMA, Blockbusters, and Fiascos.** By Steven Bingen. Discusses the films that for one reason or another changed the trajectory of MGM and the film industry in general. A fascinating look behind the scenes of the world’s most visible American competitor. Hollywood stars Erol Flynn, Vera-Ellen, Jayne Mansfield and Judy Garland were among those brought in to provide Hollywood glamor. Illus. 330 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $45.00

**7684053 COLUMBIA PICTURES: Portrait of a Studio. Ed. by Bernard F. Dick. Drawing on previously unpublished archival materials including letters, diaries, and minutes, the story of Columbia Pictures, from its beginnings as the CBC Film Sales Company, through the regimes of Harry Cohn and his successors, and ending with a vivid portrayal of today’s Columbia. 286 pages. UP Ky. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00

**7733235 HOUSE OF PSYCHOTIC WOMEN.** By Kier-La Janisse. Special 10th anniversary reissue of the pioneering book that combines memoir with sharp analysis of horror and exploitation films, from the mainstream to the most obscure. Profiles the female neuflost: an archetype which dwells within the most violent, nocturnal and hysterical films—from Marnie to The Entity to Antichrist, and many more. Photos, some in color. Pub. at $59.99

**4978404 BEYOND TERROR: The Films of Lucio Fulci.** By Stephen Thrower. The master of the exploitation film is celebrated in this latest illustrated in depth study of his extraordinary films. Features dozens on spectacular full color illustrations, and complete credits for all Fulci’s films and filmographies for many of other film stars. 430 pages. FAB Press. 9¼x12. Pub. at $59.95

**7722564 MASTERS OF MAKE-UP EFFECTS: A Century of Practical Magic.** By H. Berger & M. Julius. Drawing on the adventures, insights and inspirations of more than 60 industry legends, from the artists who create and apply imaginative make-up effects, to the actors who bring them to life, this lively and entertaining history offers you onto the sets of cult classics, award winners and fan-favorite film and TV franchises. Photos, most in color. 320 pages. Welbeck. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $39.95

**7832117 THE ART AND MAKING OF DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: Honor Among Thieves.** By Elise Moulton. A visual sourcebook and the scenes companion, featuring cast and crew interviews, photos, and insights about making the film. With sections that highlight fan-favorite characters, monsters, setting designs, plus explorations of key scenes from the film. Packed with production photos, concept art, storyboards, interviews, and more. 198 pages. Ten Speed. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $45.00

**4983114 THE SCIENCE OF JAMES BOND: The Super-Villains, Tech, and Spy-Craft Behind the Film and Fiction.** By Mark Blake. Recognizes the Bond movies as a unique genre, sp-y-fi, that fuses fiction with science fiction. This companion looks at the film and fiction in such a spy-fi way, taking in weapons wizards, the chemistry of death, threads of nuclear paranoia, and Bond baddies’ obsession with the master race. 224 pages. Silhouette. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95


**7735459 TRANSFORMED HOLLYWOOD: Triumphs, blockbusters, and fiascos.** By G. Solano & M. Burns. Each legendary chapter in the Warcraft story has been bolstered by breathtaking cinematography. Offers a comprehensive look into the visual storytelling techniques and the world-building that have that brought Azeroth and its heroes to life in incredible detail and chronicles the cinema from the launch of World of Warcraft to the World of Warcraft expansion. Fully illustrated. many in color. 248 pages. Blizzard Entertainment. 11x10½. Pub. at $45.00

**7752679 THE CINEMATIC ART OF WORLD OF WARCRAFT, VOLUME 1: From Launch to Warlords of Draenor.** By G. Solano & M. Burns. Each legendary chapter in the Warcraft story has been bolstered by breathtaking cinematography. Offers a comprehensive look into the visual storytelling techniques and the world-building that have brought Azeroth and its heroes to life in incredible detail and chronicles the cinema from the launch of World of Warcraft to the World of Warcraft expansion. Fully illustrated. many in color. 248 pages. Blizzard Entertainment. 11x10½. Pub. at $45.00


**MANAGING EXPECTATIONS:** A Memoir in Essays. By Minnie Driver. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Driver writes with disarming charm and candor about her upbringing between England and Barbados; her post-university trials and triumphs; shooting to fame in one of the most influential films of the 1990s and being nominated for an Academy Award; and finding the true light of her life, her son. 308 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99  

$6.95

**THE BOYS:** A Memoir of Hollywood and Family. By Ron & Clint Howard. LARGE PRINT EDITION. As child actors in the 1960s and 70s, Ron and Clint Howard spent as much time on Hollywood sound stages as on playgrounds. This is the candid, surprising, funny and heartbreaking story of an all American family whose kids just happened to grow up on TV. 24 pages of photos, some in color. 554 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $30.99  

$23.95

**HONEY, BABY, MIME: A Mother and Daughter Talk Life. By L. Dern & D. Ladd.** LARGE PRINT EDITION. L. Dern and D. Ladd share these conversations, as well as reflections and anecdotes, taking readers on an intimate tour of their lives. Complementing these candid exchanges, they have included photos, family recipes, and other mementos. 366 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $32.00  

$23.95

**THE SHERWOODS: From the Holocaust to Deanna Durbin, Judy Garland, and the Golden Age of Hollywood. By Norman Lear.** L. Dern and D. Ladd share these conversations, as well as reflections and anecdotes, taking readers on an intimate tour of their lives. Complementing these candid exchanges, they have included photos, family recipes, and other mementos. 366 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $32.00  

$23.95

**THE TOP 100 CLASSIC RADIO SHOWS. By C. Amari & M. Grans.** Packled with fascinating information about the 100 best-loved radio shows of the 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s. Written by two of the foremost authorities on nostalgia radio, this comprehensive volume captures the essence and excitement of the golden age of radio. Includes six radio shows on 3 CDs, fully illus., most in color. 224 pages. Portable Music.  

$11.95
**Television & Radio**

7851510 THE ASTROSMMURF. By Peyo. Could it possibly be a smurfsire to fool Dreamy Smurf into becoming the Astrosmurf? Or has Dreamy Smurf gone no one there to help. We’re not telling, and neither are the little green men known as the Swoofs! Also includes the story, "The Smurf Submarine." Fully illus. in color. 56 pages. Papercutz. Papercut. $4.95

7851499 THE RETURN OF THE SMURFETTE. By Peyo. It’s been some time since the Smurftette left the Smurf Village, and she’s been greatly missed. But when the Smurftette returns, she needs a startling announcement! Turns out that she discovered a surprising way to avoid the somewhat unwanted attention she generally garners—she says she’s looking to get married. Includes four other stories. Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. 56 pages. Papercutz. Papercut. $4.95

4981804 THE FIFTY-YEAR MISSION: The Complete, Uncensored, Unauthorized Oral History of Star Trek. By E. Gross & M.A. Altman. In this volume you’ll hear the entertaining and incredible true stories behind the making of the original series and the first six movies straight from the halls of television by people who made them so—the creators and cast members, writers and programmers, TV and film executives. A must-have reference for Star Trek fans. 560 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $27.95

* SOLD OUT *

2772176 THE TEMPTATION. By Mary Man-Kong. Cuphead and Mugman may have bitten off more than they can chew when they enter a magical world made entirely of candy. Find out how they get out of a sticky situation. Fans of the Netflix animated series, and the popular video game that inspired it, will love this adventure. Fully illus., in color. Golden. $4.95

7817916 THE OFFICE: The Untold Story of the Greatest Sitcom of the 2000s. By Andy Greenwald. The most significant sitcom of the 2000s was created by the family-like team, who together took a quirky British import and turned it into a prime-time giant with true historical and cultural significance. Told by its creators, writers, and actors, 16 pages of color photos. 448 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

7772041 CURIOUS GEORGE: Wash Your Hands. Text by C. Ayala-Kronos, illus. by R. Qinbo. Join George in a playful romp through his day as he learns more about germs and hand-washing. This perfect reader for little ones just learning to wash their hands. Ages 1-3. Fully illus. in color. Clarion. Pub. at $8.99 $5.95

* SOLD OUT *


* SOLD OUT *

7836406 GAME SHOW CONFIDENTIAL: The Story of an American Obsession. By Boze Hildebrandt. This is the inside story of the TV game show. It tells the stories of the producers, the players, and the show’s hosts, as well as the scandals that have rocked it from time to time, including blooper from such “adult” oriented shows as The Dating Game, The Newlywed Game, and Family Feud. Photographs. 276 pages. Simon & Schuster Papercutz. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

4914767 FIREFLY: The Goramin Shinnest Dictionary and Phrasebook in the ‘Verse. By Monica Valenntini. This work takes in both the history of the language in the ‘Verse and modern updates. It includes all of the Chinese used in the show as it is translated and sorted by episode. Get the lowdown on all the terminology used in the show, be it spacefaring, medical jargon or phrases used in the Netflix animated series.

160 pages. Titan. Pub. at $21.95

* SOLD OUT *

4820899 STAR TREK: Designing the Final Frontier. By D. Chavkin & B. McGuire. When Star Trek first premiered in 1966, viewers were shown a window into an amazing new sci-fi universe. It wouldn’t have been the same without the sculptures and other decorative arts and props used on set. These items would not even exist, were it not for various designers of Midcentury Modern movement. Star Trek helped to shape one of the greatest visions of the future. Fully illus. in color. 168 pages. Weldon Owen. Pub. at $39.99 $19.95

7865805 WOKE UP THIS MORNING: The Definitive Oral History of The Sopranos. By Michael Imperioli et al. Brings together dozens of cast members, crew members, writers, directors, and ex-studio execs to reveal exactly how The Sopranos rolled. Chase, to talk intimately and openly about everything that went into making the thoroughly unique, thoroughly absorbing creation that is The Sopranos. 16 pages of color photos. 511 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99

* SOLD OUT *

CD 4857291 HILARY CANE MYSTERIES. Three radio shows starring Karen Heaven as Hilary Cane. In A Reputation for Murder, Hilary employs the methods of Holmes and Ellery Queen to solve the murder of a local minister. Blood Will Have Blood finds Hilary tipped off to a murder that hasn’t quite happened yet. The Motto of the Seahawk: A missing persons case takes an ugly turn and Hilary is on the job. GDH Multimeda.

* SOLD OUT *

7758482 THE THEDMAR’S FLYING CIRCUS: Complete and Unofficial, Unauthorized Oral History of Stargate SG-1, the First 25 Years. By Edward Gross. To celebrate the Stargate SG-1’s 25th anniversary, the show’s creators, cast, crew and fans share what kept it alive for all these years, reflected on what went into making the show, how it evolved over its 10-year run and why it’s connected with so many people for so long—all in their own words. 361 pages. Nacelle Books. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

7751479 CALL THE MIDWIFE: A Labour of Love. By C. McKeag. In celebration of its tenth anniversary, this work is the up-close and personal story by those who made the show into the iconic drama it today. Features personal reflections, anecdotes and insights from the creators, cast, and crew, as well as behind the scenes photos. 408 pages. Weldon Owen. Pub. at $40.00 $15.95

1933513 FIRE CANNOT KILL A DRAGON. By James Hibbert. This work shares the incredible, thrilling, uncensored story of Game of Thrones, from the creators George R. R. Martin and HBO through to the series finale, including all the on-camera battles, off-camera efforts, and the many controversies in between. 48 pages of color photos. 452 pages. Dutton. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $19.95

7657128 EVERYTHING I NEED TO KNOW I LEARNED IN THE TWILIGHT ZONE: The Complete, Uncensored, Unauthorized Oral History of One of the Most Influential TV Shows of All Time. By Gina Martín. Pub. at $26.99 $15.95


192155X GAME SHOW FAQS: All That’s Left to Know about the Pioneers, the Scandals, the Hosts, and the Jackpots. By J.E. Bright, illus. by A. Rud et al. Fully illus. in color. Insight Editions. 94/4/10%. Pub. at $19.99


7498317 MODERN FAMILY: The Untold Oral History of One of Television’s Groundbreaking Sitcoms. By Marc Freeman. 32 pages of color photos. 514 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

The View, by Ramin Setoodeh. Color photos. 316 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.95


SOLD OUT

7876165 THE BALLET BOOK. By Darcy Bussell. Join Bussell in this fully illustrated guide to the magical world of ballet. Includes step by step instructions on getting started; basic positions, pa de de classe, classical poses, arabesques, pirouettes, jumps, performances, and in-depth exploration illuminates Beethoven as a lifelong revolutionary through his compositions, portraits, and writings, and by setting him alongside major cultural figures of the time. As Napoleon had made strides toward liberating Europe from aristocratic oppression, so Beethoven desired to liberate humankind through music. Illus., some in color. 505 pages. Norton. Pub. at $39.95

7690517 SUMMERTIME: George Gershwin’s Life in Music. By Richard Crawford. Chronicles the two-year odyssey of creating the iconic Broadway musical summer Sunday in the Park with George. Through conversations between Caprivi and Sondheim, as well as most of the production’s featured musicians, Crawford offers his personal photographs, sketches, script notes, and sheet music, the two Broadway icons lift the curtain on their beloved musical. 390 pages. FSG. Pub. at $40.00

SOLD OUT

7875056 PUTTING IT TOGETHER: How Stephen Sondheim and I Created Sunday in the Park with George. By James Lapine. Chronicles the two-year odyssey of creating the iconic Broadway musical Sunday in the Park with George. Through conversations between Caprivi and Sondheim, as well as most of the production’s featured musicians, Crawford offers his personal photographs, sketches, script notes, and sheet music, the two Broadway icons lift the curtain on their beloved musical. 390 pages. FSG. Pub. at $40.00

Music of Broadway & Hollywood

7847459 PUTTING IT TOGETHER: How Stephen Sondheim and I Created Sunday in the Park with George. By James Lapine. Chronicles the two-year odyssey of creating the iconic Broadway musical Sunday in the Park with George. Through conversations between Caprivi and Sondheim, as well as most of the production’s featured musicians, Crawford offers his personal photographs, sketches, script notes, and sheet music, the two Broadway icons lift the curtain on their beloved musical. 390 pages. FSG. Pub. at $40.00

SOLD OUT

CD 7686018 THE PARK IS MINE: Tangerine Dream. BSR Records has reissued the 80s cult classic with improved sound by mastering engineer, James Nelson. Songs include: Fatal Fall/Funeral; Love Theme. Morning; We’re Running Out Of Time; Finalé/Empty/Ends; and more. Includes 12 tracks that run 50.49 minutes. Astral. Pub. at $17.99

SOLD OUT

7859919 IT’S A DRAG: Cross-Dressing in Performance. By Janet Cheney. A colorful look at performing artists who adopt the characters and dress of others. With a particular focus on theatrical history in Britain and North America. Cheney surveys the many reasons that performers have cross-dressed over the years, whether to tell stories, to amuse audiences, to create distinctive alter egos, to call attention to social and political issues, or merely for reasons of expedience. Photos, some in color. Applause. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

SOLD OUT

7858238 A HISTORY OF THE BALLET. By Andrew & Green. Written by two experts in their fields, this is the first history of the extraordinary Dynasty and Vienna. By John Suchet. Tells the fascinating story of two generations of the Viennese family that produced some of the best known and best loved music of the 19th century. The two Waltz Kings and their families composed literally hundreds of works, and the waltz is instantly recognizable in the melody, the rhythm, the melodies, including The Blue Danube Waltz, Tales From the Vienna Woods, and Voices of Spring. Illus., many in color. 277 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $35.00

0.95

CD 7688849 DEBUSSY: A Painter in Sound. By Stephen Walsh. In this fascinating biography, we see how as a central figure at the birth of modernism, Claude Debussy’s influence on French culture was profound. Yet at the same time his own life was complicated and often troubled by struggles over money, women, and ill health. Photos. 323 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $28.95

Composers

7682721 THE LAST WALTZ. The Strauss Dynasty and Vienna. By John Suchet. Tells the fascinating story of two generations of the Viennese family that produced some of the best known and best loved music of the 19th century. The two Waltz Kings and their families composed literally hundreds of works, and the waltz is instantly recognizable in the melody, the rhythm, the melodies, including The Blue Danube Waltz, Tales From the Vienna Woods, and Voices of Spring. Illus., many in color. 277 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $35.00

4.95

SOLD OUT

7690033 BEETHOVEN: The Relentless Revolutionary. By John Clulee. This fascinating and in-depth exploration illuminates Beethoven as a lifelong revolutionary through his compositions, portraits, and writings, and by setting him alongside major cultural figures of the time. As Napoleon had made strides toward liberating Europe from aristocratic oppression, so Beethoven desired to liberate humankind through music. Illus., some in color. 505 pages. Norton. Pub. at $39.95

9.95

SOLD OUT

7690517 SUMMERTIME: George Gershwin’s Life in Music. By Richard Crawford. Chronicles the two-year odyssey of creating the iconic Broadway musical summer Sunday in the Park with George. Through conversations between Caprivi and Sondheim, as well as most of the production’s featured musicians, Crawford offers his personal photographs, sketches, script notes, and sheet music, the two Broadway icons lift the curtain on their beloved musical. 390 pages. FSG. Pub. at $40.00

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

1966685 CHernaik. 16 pages of color photos. 349 pages. Faber & Faber. Pub. at $19.95
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SOLD OUT
ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT THE MUSIC BUSINESS. 10TH EDITION. By Donald S. Passman. A comprehensive guide draws on Passman’s unparalleled experience and up to the minute knowledge of industry trends to give readers the ultimate inside look at how the music business operates. An essential resource for anyone trying to navigate the rapid transformation of the industry. 500 pages. $36.95. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00.

4987527 GUITAR PLAYER: The Inside Story of the First Two Decades of the Most Successful Guitar Magazine Ever. Ed. by Jim & Crockett. In 1967, Guitar Player broke new ground as the first-ever magazine devoted to all things guitar, and it has since become the standard by which all others are judged. This collection of reprints is a celebration of the magazine’s pioneering early days, from its conception and founding through its 1989 sale. Photos. Many in color. 280 pages. Backbeat Books. £10.99. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99.$6.95

7819292 DESIGNED FOR HI-FI LIVING: The Vinyl LP in Midcentury America. By J. Benjamin & J. Schroeder. An eye-opening, colorful, often humorous look at a time when the vinyl LP was not only becoming a commonplace item in the American home, but also reflecting the times we lived in, and our hope for the future. Well illus. in color. 420 pages. MIT Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95.$9.95

7875861 TICKET TO RIDE: Inside the Beatles’ 1964 Tour That Changed the World. By Larry Kane. Tackles the story of what it was like to literally live with the four young men who would leave an indelible mark on contemporary music. Weaves in the voices of the Beatles themselves and covers the electrifying action of the road, the performances, the mishmish, and all the players who cropped up along the way during those key years that catapulted the Beatles to major success. 16 pages of photos. 272 pages. Backbeat Books. £12.99. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99.

4914678 DISGRACELAND: Musicians Getting Away with Murder and Behaving Very Badly. By Jake Hannan. A history of the bizarre, hysterical, and macabre stories from the highs and lows of the music world. Shining light into the dark corners of fame, it reveals the fine line that separates heroes and villains. At the heart of these tales is the ever fascinating music industry that’s full of pure rock’n’roll entertainment. Illus. 272 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00.

7748957 THE MUSIC ADVANTAGE: How Music Helps Your Child Develop, Learn, and Thrive. By Anita. When learning experiences have the potential to positively benefit almost all aspects of a child’s development... simply clapping in time can assist a young child who is struggling with reading. Includes practical strategies for parents and educators to encourage a love of music in their kids. 250 pages. TarcherPerigee. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00.

7157807 HEAVY: How Metal Changes the Way We See the World. By Dan Franklin. Unearths the elusive force, delving deep into the fertile culture that allowed a distinctive new sound to flourish, and flaying the source material to get to the beating heart of the music. Evocative and sometimes sinister, it gives shape and meaning to the tempestuous and beautiful world of metal. 16 pages of photos. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99.

7854003 MUSIC IS HISTORY. By Questlove with E. Greenman. Focusing on the years 1971 to the present, Questlove finds the hidden connections in the American tapestry, whether investigating how the blaxploitation era reshaped Black identity or considering the way the 60s and 70s’ love of Black genius. 352 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $29.99.

7845650 THE MAGIC YEARS: Scenes from a Rock-and-Roll Life. By Jonathan Taplin. Both a rock memoir and a work of cultural criticism from a key player who watched a nation turn from the ‘50s to nihilism. Taplin offers a clear eyed road map of how we got here and makes a convincing case for our power to deliver from “passionless detachment” and rekindle our humanism. 315 pages. Henry. Pub. at $28.00.$7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/909 – 59 –
For six days in the hot summer of 1971, the previously unseen photographs taken by Bill McEuen, who also produced the recording. For six days in the hot summer of 1971, the previously unseen photographs taken by Bill McEuen, who also produced the recording.
Notable Performers & Composers

**DVD 7708971 ANDY WILLIAMS: Moon River and Me.** Questar. $5.95


4882601 QUEEN IN 3D. By Brian May, 259 pages. Shelter Harbor. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $45.00

1921517 FLEETWOOD MAC FAQ: All That’s Left to Know about a Band That Changed Rock & Roll Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95


**DVD 4917707 ADELE: The Story So Far.** Fulscreen. The Collector’s Forum. Pub. at $21.95

**SOLD OUT** 4974999 CONVERSATIONS. By Steve Reich. Photos, some in color. 347 pages. Hanover Square Press. Pub. at $23.95

Classical Music & Opera

1916246 THE CLASSICAL MUSIC BOOK. By Leon Chillingworth et al. Analyzes more than 90 works by famous composers, from baroque masters such as Bach, to the romantic genius of Beethoven. Using simple language and explanatory graphics, this volume covers music history and the impact of seminal pieces, while also including biographies of crucial composers. Well illus. in color. 352 pages. Doring Kindersley. Pub. at $25.00

7840554 PLANET BEETHOVEN: Classical Music at the Dawn of the Millennium. Makes the compelling case that classical music in the 21st-century is just as vibrant and relevant as ever—but with significant changes that give us insight into the major cultural shifts of our day. Each chapter investigates the unique attributes of a specific performer, performance, or event. 222 pages. Wesleyan. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95

1965662 A SOUNDTRACK FOR LIFE: Classical Music to Take You Through the Day. By Scala Radio. Bringing together much-loved masterpieces with exciting new works, this accessible and inspiring guide is a celebration of classical music. Every entry puts the piece of music into context, proving fascinating insights into the inspirations and the influences that have proven most important in his life and career. Features interviews, rare footage and performances. 110 minutes. Treble Clef.

World, Folk & Latin Music

**DVD 1947354 BOB DYLAN 1966-1978: After the Crash.** Fullscreen. This is an informative, entertaining documentary that chronicles Dylan’s life between 1966 and 1978, a period notable for the emergence of A.J. Weberman. This retrospective documentary mixes rare historic footage with review and criticism from experts, and even the odd enemy. Includes a CD of Dylan’s recordings, the infamous Weberman Tapes. Not Rated. 120 minutes. Pride.

7812469 BOB DYLAN: Weary Blues from Waltz. Fullscreen. This mix of rare historic footage and insightful review and criticism from friends, fellow musicians and Dylan experts, sheds new light on the 1966-78 period of Bob’s career—an era that covers his alleged motorcycle accident and recuperation there after, the creative sessions recorded with The Band at Big Pink, and much more. 120 minutes. Silver & Gold.

**DVD 7812434 BOB DYLAN 1978-1989: Both End of the Rainbow.** Fullscreen. With the aid of rare Dylan footage, live and studio version of the greatest songs, exclusive interviews with his closest allies, contributions from Dylan experts, and many other features, this documentary provides the most detailed document of this time period. 127 minutes. Chroma Dreams.

**DVD 7812442 BOB DYLAN: Keep Your Eyes on the Prize.** Fullscreen. Traces the early career of Bob Dylan in a manner no other has ever attempted. Telling his tale from his birth in Duluth, Minnesota, through school and college, across his years as New York’s night young star of that city’s burgeoning folk revival, through to his electric phase, culminating with the controversial 1966 world tour. 86 minutes. Silver & Gold.

7738027 FOLK SONG IN ENGLAND. By Steve Roud. 259 pages. Bulldog. There is much to know about England’s traditional music. To address these gaps in our knowledge, the authors draw on an unprecedented range of sources to present an intimate social history of folk song through the ages, from the sixteenth to the early twentieth centuries. 764 pages. Faber. Paperback.

**DVD 7812663 LEONARD COHEN: The Daughters of Zeus.** Fullscreen. Explores the work of Leonard Cohen in conjunction with the influences that have proven most important in his life and career. Features interviews, rare footage and performances. 110 minutes. Treble Clef.

**DVD 1915177 TIM BUCKLEY: A Review and Critique of the Man and His Music.** Fullscreen. Reviews the music and career of one of America’s most influential artists, composers and vocalists. Despite Buckley’s tragic early death at the age of 28, his legacy resonates more loudly with every new generation, and he is name-checked by diverse music genres. 62 minutes. Leftfield Media.

76001 THE SONGS HE DIDN’T WRITE: Bob Dylan Under the Influence. By Derek Babcock. Dylan’s impact on popular music is inestimable. But it remains strange so little has been written about his musical influences. This volume addresses the matter in one fell swoop by documenting in depth every track he has covered in concert, in session and on record, revealing both the song’s origins and how Dylan came to discover and record or perform each one. Photos. 508 pages. Chrome Dreams. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95

**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**DVD 1964054 KRISHNA MANTRAS.** Widescreen. Wow! Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 1964055 DRUMS.** Widescreen. Wow! Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 1964056 BASS.** Widescreen. Wow! Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 1964057 GUITAR.** Widescreen. Wow! Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 1964058 UKULELE.** Widescreen. Wow! Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 1964059 FLUTE.** Widescreen. Wow! Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 1964060 SAKEBEATLES.** Widescreen. Wow! Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 1964061 NITTY GRITTY.** Widescreen. Wow! Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 1964062 JAZZ.** Widescreen. Wow! Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 1964063 R&B.** Widescreen. Wow! Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 1964064 POP.** Widescreen. Wow! Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 1964065 ROCK.** Widescreen. Wow! Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 1964066 INDIE.** Widescreen. Wow! Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 1964067 HIP HOP.** Widescreen. Wow! Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 1964068 RAP.** Widescreen. Wow! Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 1964069 HIP HOP 2.** Widescreen. Wow! Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 1964070 RAP 2.** Widescreen. Wow! Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 1964071 REGGAE.** Widescreen. Wow! Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 1964072 Soca.** Widescreen. Wow! Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 1964073 DRUM & BASS.** Widescreen. Wow! Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 1964074 TECHNO.** Widescreen. Wow! Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 1964075 HOUSE.** Widescreen. Wow! Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 1964076 TRANCE.** Widescreen. Wow! Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 1964077 JUNGLE.** Widescreen. Wow! Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95
This extraordinary group has rarely had the recognition it deserves. Championed by many of modern culture’s coolest names, until now influential yet all too often neglected bands. Despite being during the album’s ensuing success, and succumbing to the pressures of hiring the band and supporting cast, of managing egos and extracurriculars making the band’s most iconic record. He recounts the arduous task of never before seen glimpse into the artistry and insanity that went into the world. This documentary chronicles the early years, growing up in Montreal, Canada and bringing up the story right up to his revival both live and in the studio. This set contains almost everything any fan of this pioneering artist could wish to know. 151 minutes. The Collector’s Room. Pub. at $26.95.

Joe Strummer , taken from archive recordings from across the decade, this offers a never before seen glimpse into the world of this very private musician, performer and writer. 91 minutes. Sexy Intellectual.

This documentary investigates what happened between the birth of one David Jones in Brixton, London in 1947 and the dawn of his career—from when he started at 16 playing saxophone for a local group called The Konrads to the creation of his alter ego Ziggy Stardust in 1972. 65 minutes. Smokin’.

Van Morrison: Another Glorious Decade. Widescreen. Using rare archive, live and studio footage and interviews with many of those who worked with Morrison across the decade, this offers a rare glimpse into the world of this very private musician, performer and writer. 91 minutes. Sexy Intellectual.

This documentary reviews and how the album was made, how it was received, and how it still inspires musicians and fans to this day. 3 minutes. Sexy Intellectual.